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FOREWORD 

This thesis deais with two geopoliticd areas - Ukraine and Belanis, Though they are 

now two independent countries, prior to and during the Second World War they were both parts 

of the Russian Empire. After the revolution of 19 17 they became incorporated into the Soviet 

Union and were officidly known as the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and the Belamsian 

Soviet Socialist Republic. The terms "bkraine" and "BeIarus" in this work. therefore, have to be 

understood as referenccs rnainly to geographical areas, not political entities. 

The population of  the two republics was largely homogeneous, but on both territories 

there also lived ethnic Russians. Poles, Jews, and Turks. When reference is made to 

"Ukrainians" it means "ethnic Ukrainians". When the work deais with any other groups, the 

specific reference will be made. For example, Jews are referred to as "Ukrainian Jewish 

population" and so Forth. A Similar d e  applies to Belanis. "Belanissians" means ethnic 

Belanissians. Al1 of the other groups will be specificdly defiied. The word "Germans" in this 

work does not refer to al1 the Geman people, but to the occupying army and its command. 

Since many of the sources for this work are in Russi= Belanissian, ?Jkrainian and 

German Ianguages, something needs to be said about the names and geographical places that are 

mentioned. Al1 German names are kept in original Latin spelling. Since al1 the other languages 

use Cyrillic alphabet, the Russian, Belanissian and ükrabian names are transliterated according 
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to the Library of Congress Tranditeration System. in many German documents, the 

mliterations were already made into the Ge- Ianguage, however, in this work those places 

are transliterated fiom the original language. 
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The issiics of rhe Second World War have dways been an important motive in -te 

propar~anda in the former USSR Growing up in the Soviet Union 1 learned to associate my 

patriotic feelings with heroism and sacrifice of Soviet people duMg the Great Patriotic War 

1941 - 1945. Moreover, personal accountç of the war and occupation that 1 heard from the 

members of my family almost comp1eteIy agreed lkith the official version of the wartime history 

of the USSR. The Soviet accounts stressed that the stniggle against the invaders was almost 

unanirnous. and many cases of passive responses to the war or colIaboration were mentioned 

only briefly. 

During my university studies in Canada 1 discovered a numkr of studies by western 

historians dealing with collaboration in the USSR during the war. 1 became interested in this 

subject and decided to siudy it in more depth. From one of the collegues who also studied the 

German occupation of the USSR 1 learned that the village of Khas?i, which was made a syrnboI 

of al1 the burnt villages in Belrussian SSR by the Soviet propagana was in fact destroyed not by 

the Germans. but by ethnic Ukrainians. This intrigued me, and 1 decided to investigate this case 

M e r .  Most of the p r i m q  materials cri the subject came From the United States Memonal 

HoIocaust Museum Archive, which contained records from the October RevoIution State 

Archive in Minsk conserning Khatyn. The battaiion that was involved in buming of the village 

was Schufzrnc;lmchuJ 1 1 8, or Ukrainian Schuma. The collection contained records of other 

activities of the battaiion during the war. Mer reading these records 1 decided to look at wartime 

collaboration and issues associated 4th it through a case study of this unit. 
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This investigation did not provide me with definite answers as to why and how people 

becorne collaborators. Though my study I have discovered îhat this issue involves a nurnber of 

different rnotivts, reasons, and circumstanc~ that detcnnine people's choices in conditions of 

the war. The most important thing I learned was th- generalizations about coUaboration or other 

social phenornena limit our understandhg of complexity of peoples' responses in any given 

circurnstances. Without taking into account such motives as nationdistic or anti-Soviet 

sentiments. pursuit of  personai gain, or satisfaction of s u ~ v a l  needs it is impossible to fully 

understand the issue of wartime collaboration, Study of those factors, in turn, wodd Iead to re- 

evduation of other related issues, for example. Our understanding of war crimes. and hefp us 

reconstnict a M e r  picture of the events of World War II. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Geman army invaded the USSR on f w e  22,194 1. Within a month it was able to 

occupy large segments of Soviet temtory. The invasion aimed at bringing to life the long held 

German ambition to colonize the East, Drang nach Osten. These ideas had previousiy played an 

important roIe in Gennan foreign policy and pnor to the Second World War Hitier incorporated 

them in his Mein Kumpj: The move East was considered a manifest desriny for the Germans. Tt 

would allow them to acquire living space for their sealers. The conquered USSR would be no 

more than a colony, and the local population, which was considered inferior to the &man race. 

wouid be m e d  into "white slaves". The conquest was considered essential to assure the 

material well-being of the Geman people.' The military measures that would be necessary to 

conquer the USSR were thoroughly outIined by the Gemians. They also prepared detailed plans 

to employ the economic resources of  the occupied territories to their advantage. However, iheir 

political planning for this area was given very little attention, and the Geman invaders failed to 

make use of "political warfare". It involved playing on political ambitions of various 

nationdistic and other interest groups in the mcupied countries and extensive use of 

proPaganda' 

Even the most detailed plans needed to be adjusted as the events of the war on Soviet 

temtory developed. In the fmt days of the invasion the Germans captured several million Red 

' Dallin, Alexander, Ge- Rule in Russia 1941 - 1945: A S m  of Occupation Policies, 
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1957), p. 7. 
m., 18. 
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A m y  soldiea. During the first rnonths of the war the Gennans aiço sufFiered 25 percent 

causalities. The fierce resistance of the retreahg Red Army forced wme changes in German 

military plans, who had to face unecpectedly dificuit economic conditions as a result of Stalin's 

scorched eurth policy. industriai and agricultural machinery and livestock were moved away or 

destroyed, leaving the local inhabitants without any meam of subsistence. The social order was 

also weakened since the Soviet governent was crippled by the German m c k ,  and lefi the 

population in the Germandccupied zone iargely to their own devices.' in that situation the 

people were faced with a choice: "accepting foreign invasion and adapting to sharply changed 

living conditions or actively fighting against the in~iders."~ People could also chose to rernain 

uninvolveci during the occupation by foreign invaders. 

ï he  German racial dogmas added to the brutality with-which the population of the 
- 

occupied areas was treated. On the otha hand, put in such circumstances many of the Soviet 

people reacted with mibbom resistance and organized one of the strongest partisan movements in 

history. This active resimce increased tremendously already in 1942, and grew stronger 

towards the war's end. It became one of the main leitmotifs of the Soviet and some Western 

histoncal works in the fmt two decades after the war. However, the scale of uiis resistance has 

often been overestimated in historicd Iiteranire. One recent source estimated in 1998 that ody 

about five percent of the population of the Belorussian Soviet Socialist RepubIic was invohed in 

active armed struggle against the Gemans. The majonty responded to the invasion passively. 

Vakar, N. P., Belonissia: The Makine Of a Natioq (Cambridge: Hamard University 
Press, 1956), pp. 170- 1 7 1. 
Kurmenko, Vladimir I., "Belam' During World War 11: Some aspects of the Modem 
View of the Problem", The J o d  of Slavic Military Studies, vol. 2 1, No.2 (June 
1998), p. 101. 
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The people were inclined to "sit out the waf, s k e  they supported neither the Soviet nor the 

German side. At the other extrerne t h e  were &ose who had previously suffered from al1 types 

of repression by the Soviet authorities. They feh no loyal@ towards the USSR and were even 

ready to CO-operate with the occupiers. Collaboration, therefore, was another type of response to 

the invasion.' 

During the war years a considerable volume of records was produced by both the 

occupiers and the occupied. Germans kept rneticulous police and economic records. They even 

recorded the executions of the Jewish and Slavic population of the region. The Soviet colIection 

of documents inchded the directives of the higher command to the guerilIas and the underground 

fighters, and records kept in the partisan units. Data was dso gathered on the damage inflicted 

on the enemy, as well as partisan losses. Those documents became the b a i s  for several 

histoncai studies that were undertaken in the post-war years by both Soviet and Western 

scholars. Those documents, however, need to be approached criticdly, since "overstatement of 

one's own successes by those who are accountable to the higher leadership and receive fiom them 

approval, awards, etc., is a characteristic of any war-'" Many Westem historians questioned the 

validity of the materials availabte to hem, and carefully examined their data This did not 

dways happen in the Soviet historiogiiphy. There are known instances of Soviet documents 

being inaccurate. For exampte, Belamsian histonan Kuzmenko in his recent article notes that 

so me researchers believe that the information received at Be lorussian Partisan Headquarters was 

ibid p. 102. . ?  

Ibid., pp. 107-108. - 
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based on on-the-spot reports and thus was significantly inflate~i.~ Sirnilar shortcornings were 

noted in Gennan military reports.' Not al1 the Soviet works twk this into a c c o w  Moreover, in 

some instances the Soviet historians misused the data to serve propaganda purposes. 

However, the issue of the occupation received much attention and within a decade 

historians produced a wealth of literaîure on this topic. The interest in this subject can be 

attributed to the fact that duing the period fiom 194 1 to 1943 the occupation af5ected the iives of 

miIlions of people. Moreover, histories of the Second World War in many ways became 

propaganda tools during the Cold War. Therefcre, in their early studies histonans were ofien 

affected by their ideological and political beliefs. Towards the end of the Cold War, however, 

those established formulas and motivations no longer seemed relevant and new approaches to the 

issues of the occupation were brought in- 

Studies of the German occupation of the USSR started almost as soon as the war ended. 

and were largely based on German documents captured by the Allied amies and interrogations of 

survivors. A s w e y  of the most important works about the war on the Eastern Front, including 

the German occupation of Soviet temitory was completed by Rolf-Dieter Muller and Gerd R. 

Ueberschar in 1997. Their work HitIer's War in the East. 194 1 - 1945: A CriticaI Assessment, is 

an indispensable guide to the relevant seconday sources and published documents. The book 

looks at the studies conducted in German, Russian and English Ianguages. This work is divided 

into sections. each of them dedicakd to various issues concerning the war in the East In this 

way. the most important historical debates are s u m m k e d  and the most significant works are 

' S i  Ibid p. 107. 

' DaIli  p.88. 
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identified on every topic. In the section on German occupation policies, the authors present an 

overview of military and political aims of the invasion, German administrative policies, the 

partisan war, recniitrnent of the Soviet cikens into police forces and German mili:ary, md 

ec===mic e?cP!oit&cd E e  h k  provides a aseful entry ~ i n t  for those çnidying the outlined 

topics in more detail. 

Soviet histonans produced severai muIti-volume works on the history of the Second 

World War, devoting signifiant attention to the study of the German occupation. One of  the 

best known collections is the twelve volume The Historv of the Second World War, 193 9- 1945, 

produced by the Ministry of Defence in cooperation with the Academy of Sciences in 1982, This 

work was based on numerous secondary sources witten during the Stalinist era as weIl as Soviet 

archival documents, which the authors use to highlight Geman political aims in the 1941 

invasion and the brutal crimes Nazis committed agakst Soviet citizens. They also stress the role 

of the Communist Party of the Soviet  nio on'' which, they maiotain, was the leading force in 

o r g a g  the anti-Nazi movement, and defeating the enemy both at the fiont and in the rear.' ' 
Modelled on that wotk were other case studies undertaken on the occupation of he 

various Soviet republics. Using many of the primary and secondary materials identified in 

Historv of the Second World War, these works addressed issues posed by the occupation at the 

local levels which allows for a more detailed explanations of such themes as anti-Germau as weI1 

9 Muller. Role-Dieter, and Gel& R. Ueberscfiar, Hilers's War in the East 1941 - 1945: A 
Critical Assessrnent, (Oxford: Ber- Books, 1997), pp. 3 15-344. 

10 rpewo, A. A., ~ c r o ~ m  BromÜ MI~D~BoH m k b ~ ,  (Mocma: û p a e ~ a  ïpyno~oro 
Kpacaoro 3 ~ a ~ e m ï  soemoe E~~JIZT~JECTBO PVLHHHmepm O G O ~ H ~ I  CCCP, 1973), v. 
4, pp. 344-345, and v. 7, p. 352- 

I I  Jhid., v. 8, p. 330. - 
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as anti-partisan propaganda, actions of particular pahsan uni&, the role of communication 

networks and the struggle over their conbrol. They use more primary documents and mernoirs of 

the participants of the events. Examples of t f i ~  works include The All-Peo~le St rude  in 

Belorussia against the German-Fascist Occu~iers prepared by the Academy of Sciences of the 

BeIonissian SSR and Undefeated SeIorussia by P. LipiIo. These thomugh studies outlined most 

important aspects of the events that had taken pIace in the republic and help better understanding 

of the locai issues. 

A nurnkr  of generaI histories of the Soviet republics ais0 contain important descriptions 

o f  local conditions during the German occupation. Those studies utilize both Soviet and Geman 

documents that are availaole in the archives of t h o s  republics, and are similar to the previous 

group in that they concentrate on the roles of the Communist Party organizations in those 

republics during the Great Paniotic war." For that reason these works contain some serious 

omissions. For example, they &ost completely avoid such issues as the nationality question in 

the Soviet Union, and its comection to the possible collaboration of Soviet citizen with the 

invaders. 

Most of the eariiest Soviet studies are characterized by a self-congratulatory and heroic 

tone. Even the works pertainùig to individual Soviet republics deai rnainly with general trends. 

and rareiy present the stories of particdar groups or individuals. They also deliberateiy ignore 

such issues as popuIar dissatisfaction with the Soviet regime, and examples of collaboration of 

12 For e x a m p l e , A 6 ~ e ~ p c ~ ~ i i ,  Ji. C., ~ ~ T O P H R  k~opycc~oH CCP, (MHHCK: 
~ î m e n b c m o A K a e ~ ~ n  Hayx h o p y c c ~ o f i  CCP, 1961); m6~~a,  K. K., Mmopna 
YKR~HHCKOI~ CCP, CKjte~: «Hay~oi= A ~ M K ~ » ,  1966); CT~~LUHHX, K. H., MCTODHR 
JTamdic~oii CCP, (Pm:  M 3 ~ a ~ e m m o  A K a q e ~ m  H a y ~  JI~TBH&Ko~~ CCP, 1958); 
and Taymwmc, A., tlcropm ~ O B C K O H  CCP, (BE=-: Mocmac, 2 978). 
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the local ppulaîion with the Gennans during the occupation. In order to avoid internai 

censorship and cnticisrn by the authonties, Soviet historians viewed the war as  an ideologicd 

struggle between fascisrn and Communism, and avoided talking about natiodity issues, as well 

as any failures of the Soviet anny or partisan movement Therefore, alîhough these studies do 

contain some valuable information. they need to be approached with an understanding crf the 

ideologicd constraints faced by their authors. 

Another noticeable shortcornhg in the Soviet histories of the German occupation is their 

uncritical appmach to both the Soviet and Gemian records and other documents. The note on 

materiais used in preparing the srudy "The History of the World War II. 1939- 1945", for 

example. was limited to general statements that daim that Soviet histonms use the guidelines of 

the Mmist-Leninist methodology in their work and therefore were correct: 

The Soviet historians showed convhcingly the indestructible 
power and might of the socialiçt state system; the leading and 
directing roIe of the Comrnunist party, its great authority arnong 
the masses, its strength, and military courage; and the great energy 
that our people dcmonstrated at war and at work.13 

Predominantly concenûating on those questions, most Soviet historians failed to describe the 

whole complexity of the occupation. 

The research materiais used in Soviet tvorks are also identified only as document groups 

From severai archives. This style of footnoting does not provide the reader with the necessary 

information about the types of materials used in those works and rnakes it difftcult to evaluate 

their validity or to check their accuracy. The documents used in those works corne tiom the 

Central Party Archive of the Institute of Marxism-Leninism, the Central State Archive of the 
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October Revolution, the Centrai Archive of the Red Amy, the Archives of the Soviet Navy, and 

several Soviet diplornatic archives. Even when the authors mention that some of the sources 

came fiom Hungarian, British, West Gennan, Italian, French and other foreign archives, they do 

not tell the reader what kinds of documents were actuaily utilized. 

A similar system of footnoting is present in local histories. For example in the Historv of 

the BSSR footnotes were entirely absent At the end of the book, the authors o d y  provide the 

reader with information on the names of the archives whose materials were used in their book: 

the State Archive of the BSSR Vitebsk District Stae kchive, City of P h k  State Archive, 

Belanissian State Museum of History of the Great Patriotic War, Hrodno District State Archive 

and many othen. " 

Other historical works produced in the Soviet Union went beyond traditional ideological 

views while discussing the German occupation. Within a Frame of strict censorship. some Soviet 

histonans succeeded in addressing many issues that traditional histones ignore. They describe 

the day to day life of the civilians under occupation, and stress the tragedy which many of the 

inhabitants of the occupied USSR survived. Examples inchde a collection of pnmary 

documents on the German occupation of the Belarussian SSR by P. Lipilo and V. Romanovsky. 

entitled The Crimes of the Gem-Fascis t  Occuviers in BeIorussia, pubrished in 1965, and a 

compilation of the interviews with wartime residents cornpiled by Ales Adamovich. Yanka B s I  

and Vladimir Kolesnik {Out of the Fire), in 1980, and Anatoli Kuznetsov's (documenta1 novel 

Babi Yarl printed in 1979. They focused on personal accounts and published relevant 

14 AGnenapcmti, Il. C. MCTOPFUI ~ O V V C C K O ~  CCP, WHCK:  BO AKW~MHH 
H a y ~  h o p y c c ~ o a  CCP, 1961), p. 702. 
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documents, and thus avoided conclusions about the Marxist-Lminist tradition, Their real aim 

was ta demonstrate that, "A decisive part in this nationwide stru&e was played by the devotion 

to their country and human courage of the partisans and underground fightm, of d l  those Soviet 

people whom the Nazis could o d y  kiil but were uoable to tum into  slave^."'^ 

An equaily vas? literature on the German occupation was produced in the West. During 

the early 1950s, historians working for the US. military had access to the captured German 

documents of the Wemcht  and the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories, and these 

materials in tum becarne the basis of several serious studies. l6 Gcrman Rde in Russia 1 94 1 - 

1945: A Studv of Occupation Policies by Alexander Dallin published in 1957 remains one of the 

most deraileci and impressive studies of the occupation. Dallin first examines the goals of the 

German invaders and concludes that they lacked poIitical planning beyond the vague notion that 

Soviet people would be denied any sort of self-government and political organization. The 

Germans thus missed an incredible opporniniv to win the population to their side, which itself 

might have been decisive in himing the tide of battie in their favour." bstead, their brutal 

treatment of Soviet prisoners of war and the cid ian  population. tumtid many Soviet citizens 

against the Germans, and stirnulated the growth of the partisan rnovernent in various areas.18 The 

administrative system that was consequently established by the Nazis in the occupied USSR was 

l 5  Adamovich. Ales. Btyl, Yanka and Kolesnik, Vladimir, Out of the Fire, (Moscow: 
Progress PubIishers, f 980)- p. 6. 

l6 MUler, and Uebenchar, pp. 286-287. 

l8 il&, pp. 44,209. 
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detined by DalIin as "authoritarian ananihy" since the agencies of civilian and rnilitary 

admlliistration were in constant conflict with one anotk~r-'~ 

In his book Dallin devotes a great deai of atîention to the nationaiitiesT question. Gemian 

theoretical concepts about the fiiture ethnic hierarchy in the East resulted in a division by which 

the Gemian race wodd be on top, followed by Volhdeutsche, then non-Slavs, non-Russians, and 

Russians, with so-cdled "Undesirables" at the bottom. At the same time, Nazis attempted to 

cooperate with emigres in stimulating national feeling in various non-Russian populations. 

Because of the differences between theu doctrine and pdicy, the Germans faiIed to satisfj the 

nationalists. and in most cases antagonized rather than won them over to the German cause." 

Dailin maintained that Gerrnan economic policy in the USSR was dificult to implement 

since the invaders had to work in an abnomai situation created by the Soviet evacuation and 

scorched earth policy. Moreover, the time period of the occupation was not long enough to dlow 

the Nazis to accompiish their economic goals? Eve- the program of forcibly recniiting slave 

labourers for work in Ge- known as the Ostarbeiters, may have been successfiil in tems of 

the work performed, but contributed to the spread of anti-German ~entiment.~ 

Dallin's book dso examines German anempts to pac* the Eastern civilian population 

through propaganda, and the church, He also provides an extensive analysis of the VIasov 

programme, whic h proposed the creation of Russian and other national anti-Bois hevi k 

l9 --Y ibid p. 98-99. 

Ibid p. 225. - 7  

Ibid, p. 406. - 
22 Ibid. pp. 450,430. - 
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governments that wouid operate under Gerrnan military guidance, The Germans evennially 

abandoned their political dogmas and empioyed armed Soviet collaborators in order to help their 

war effon. By the end of the war nearly one miilion were wrving in Gmnan u n i f ~ r m . ~  

Still, Dallin concluded that the Gennan occupation was a failure militarily, 

administratively and politically. Having witnessed the actions of the Germans during the 

opening months of the war, many Soviet citizens came to prefer their "familiar, even though 

unhappy, native d e  to that of the oppressive stranger."" In his opinion, the Nazis lost because 

of t hek  cruelty. He. however, failed to avoid the Cold War bias in his work, Dallin 

underestimated and nearly completely ignored the popular support that the Soviet governent 

enjoyed among its people despite the repressions and difficuit iiving conditions in the country. 

One reason for this could be that Dallin used rnaidy German records in his study. He dso reiied 

on the reports compiled by former Soviet citizens who collaborated with the Gemans during the 

war, and were living in the United States when Dallin conducted his studies. 

A similar anaiysis of the occupation was undertaken by Gerdd ReitIinger in The House 

Built on Sand: The Confiicts of Geman Policy in Russia 2939-1945, published in 1960, shody 

after Dallin. in his cntically acclaimed work he analysed Ostpolitik, its origins, the direction it 

took and its end. lhough it is quite sirnilar to Dailin's book, it focuses more on the policy 

making in the German command. Reitlinger demonstrateci that despite the planning undertaken 

before the war, the German leaders went through many unresolved issues and confisions, while 

adjusting the originally intended policy to the changing conditions of the war. 

2.3 m., pp.482-485,555-584,607611- 
24 -- Ibid 9 p. 678. 
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Another important study was undertaken by John Amisirong in his book Soviet Partisans 

in World War II. The majority of the studies included in his book were origuially written as part 

of the War Documentation Project One of the rnost usefui aspects of this book is that it contains 

an appendk including severai primaxy Soviet documents, such as orders issued by the Soviet 

command and propaganda materials, and examines the general characteristics of the Soviet 

partisan movement According to Armsûong, there weTe many wcpenences of partisan fighting 

in Russian history prior to World War II. However, the Soviet government made practicaIIy no 

plans for partisan warfare before the German invasion in 194 1 ." However, throughout the war 

the partisan movement went through a major transformation from the srnail dispersed unis to a 

highly structured and organized operation?6 h a very short period of tirne the partisans began 

employing sophkticated methods of fighting. These included developing large scale 

psychological warfare and assisting the Soviet Army by canying out various intelligence 

assignrnent~.~' Andysing the rneîhods of anti-guedla fighthg u<ilized by the Gemans, 

Armstrong concludes that the bruial actions of the Naris, such as the burning of entire villages 

and the rnass extermination of those suspected of cooperation with the partisans, tumed public 

opinion against the invaden?' 

Al1 three of these major studies, as well as others wntten during the Cold War period, 

were characterized by an assumption that the Germans could have won the war in the Eas& and 

Z5 Armstrong, John A.. Soviet Phsans in World War II. (Madison: The University of 
Wisconsin Press, t 964), pp. 1 1- 13. 

26 W., pp. 73-86. 

27 Ibjdd., pp. 225,344-347. 

*' . y  Ibid pp. 336,433. 
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that they failed because they committed certain fatal mistakes. The studies aimed at drawing 

conclusions from the Ge- defeaq as a "Lesson for the   est"?^ The midy that was mon 

intended to provide a b l u e p ~ t  for Western military forces was Communist Guerifla Warfare by 

C. Aubrey Dixon and Otto Heilbninn. This work was based on the Gennan records on the 

occupation of the USSR and gave detailed d y s i s  of the structure and organization of Soviet 

partisan forces during World War II, and then iooks at the Gexman response. The authors 

attribute most German mistakes to their supreme political and mi!itary leaders and give aimost no 

credit to the Soviet state. Dixon and Heilbninn assurned that if the Gennans were less brutal in 

their behaviour in the occupied USSR the Soviet govemment would not have enjoyed any 

popular They conclude that: 

The Gerrnans in their failure are responsible for placing in the 
han& of the Soviets the very weapon which they are now wielding 
with success in other parts of the world E we are to defeat this 
menace ourselves, we must fmt learn h m  the experience of 
others, and then act with the umiost vigour and determination." 

This work provides a detailed snidy of both guedla and anti-guerilla strategy and tactics, as weIl 

as the theoreticai background behind them. It is also valuable in that it demonstrates how the 

political situation of the period in which the history is written affects the views and approaches 

that historians take in their stuclies- 

In the Iate 1980s the historians on both sides began to question the assunptions that had 

'' Mulligan, Tirnothy Patrick, The Politics of Illusion and Empire: German Occu~ation 
Policv in the Soviet Union, 1942- 1943, (New York: Praeger Publishers, l988), pp. 1-2. 

30 Dixon, C. Aubrey, and Heiibnuui, One, Comrnunist Guerilla Warfare, (New York: 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1955) p. 175. 
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k e n  held during the earlier period- in The Politics of Illusion and Em~ire: Gennan Occmation 

Policy in the Soviet Union, 1942- 1943, Timothy Mulligan claimed that the idea of a missed 

German opportunity led historians to overlook certain issues. He points out that the m e n t  of 

Soviet poiitical disaffection under German occupation was based on flawed ideological 

assumptions. Soviet historians denied their political system's suscepiibility to Germara 

propaganda. while their Westem colleagues studied the topic for possible use against the Soviet 

Union in a future conflict." Mulligan, meanwhile, focused on the midy of the Geman 

occupation policy and its reform. Rather than talking about German mistakes, he concentrated 

on the underlying assurnptions and illusions held by G e r a  policy-makers.33 

One of the most important theoretical concepts behind the German doctrine was the quest 

for Lebensraurn in the East. However. German leaders disagreed on how to apply it. Mulligan 

argues that this conflict was rarely fought in the open. It took different forms, such as persona1 

feu& jurisdictiod disputes and jumbled responsibilities. This approach to Eastern policy 

created a state of chaos where everyone reaiized that some reform was necessary, but nobody had 

a clear concept of what oeeded to be done? 

Mulligan also studies and analyses afiempts to reform the German cornmand systern 

during the earIy stage ofthe war. He describes various views on the reform in Geman military 

leadership. the way it was implernented in different occupied regions, agrarian, political, and 

economic policies. He aiso addresses such issues as collaboration among the local population, 

32 Mulligan. pp. 1-2. 

33 IbkJ., p. 2. 

" - ibid., pp. 15,31. 
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anti-partisan warfare, and Vlasov's rnovement. He concludes that even though the Germans 

dienateci many people, they stiii acquired considerable gains by recruiting csUaborators and 

exploithg the local economy- The movement for refonn h m  within the German administration 

helped adjust some German doctrines, but Hitler determined the a c d  policy and blocked many 

initiatives. He ignored his generals' advice to take a defensive policy, and even those who 

proposed the reforms themselves did not realke thaî there was no basis for lasting cooperation 

between Germans and the Soviet peopIes. Those misconceptions, according to MuIligan, might 

have coniributed to the defeat of Gennany more than the various misiakes and rnissed 

~~~ortunities.'~ 

Often studies deal with the occupation of specific regions of the USSR N. Vakar, in his 

Belorussia: The Makina, Of a Nation, described the occupation policies that the German 

practised in the republic and devoted a great deal of attention on the Geman exploitation of the 

nationalistic issues. Similar developments in Ukraine are addressed in the book by Yury Boshyk, 

Ukraine During World War ïI: Historv and Its Mennath. He atternpted to understand and 

explain the reaction of the Ukrainian popdation to the Gerrnan policies, because they were 

caught between the Communist oppression on one side and German oppression on the ~ t h e r . ' ~  

Another study based on documents coilected by the American Office of Speciai Investigation 

(John Loftus The Belam Secret) deals with issues of Belamsian natiodism, collaboration, and 

war crimes committed by both the Gemans and local collaborators on occupied Belarusian soil. 

The issue of Soviet citizens serving in the Geman amies is explored in more detail by 

" --Y Ibid pp. 183-187. 

36 Boshyk, Yury, U1û.aine During Worid War II: Historv and its Aftmath, @dmonton: 
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Jurgen Thonvaid in The Illusion: Soviet Soldien in Hitler's Armia. Based on primary 

documents as well as on the mernoirs of participants, this book provides a great deal of insight 

into the motives behind colIaboration- David Littlejohn's The Patriotic Traitors also gives an 

oveMew of the various units of Soviet collaborators organized by the Nazis, as well as their 

motivation organitation and structure. 

In addition to Armstrong's study on the partisan movement Matthew Coopefs book - 
Nazi War Against Soviet Partisans 194 1 - 1 944 deds with the struggle between the occupiers and 

the partisans. Cooper concludes that though the guerilla movement influenced the course of 

events during World War II. its actions did not greatiy affect the military apparatus in the Soviet 

Western historïans include information about their sourcess and inform readers of how to 

access the cited documents.38 Their studies use materials collected as evidence for the war 

crimes trials in Nuremberg. They also use sources gathered by the various military sponsored 

research projects. One such study, Alexander, was undertaken by the War Documentation 

Project under contract with the United States Air Force. The research collected a significant 

arnount of material including records of m i e s  corps. divisions, and regiments, contemporary 

newspapen and leaflets, records of interrogations of those involved, as well as statements, 

interviews. diaries, manuscripts and rnemoir~.'~ Western historians also provide information on 

Canadian hstitute of Ukrainian Studies, 1986), pp. 90-9 1. 

" Cwper Matthew, The Nazi War Aeainst Soviet Partisans 194 1 - 1 944, (New York: 
Stein and Day, 1979), p. 162. 

" For example, Amstmng, p. 771, and Daliin, p. xvii. 

39 Armstrong, p. vii. 
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the methodology they used during Project Alexonder. More ment snidies employ a wider range 

of materials. &y, for example, use several German diplomatic records, which are part OF the 

National Archives Collection of Seized Enemy Records. Several Jewish research institutions 

aIso made their records a d a b l e  to histonans.1° 

The materials ernployed in the West in the study of the German uccupation of the Soviet 

Union also require a cri tical approach. There rnight be exaggerations and inflation of facts in the 

military records. interrogations, interviews and mernoirs can be affected by personal biases. The 

Western authors. however, were wetl aware o f  the shortcomings that might corne with certain 

types of documents. They ofien include a note on reliabiliry of certain documents in question.41 

The majority ofresearch done on the subject of Gennan occupation of the Soviet temtory 

is based on German primary documents. Soviet niilitary records of this period appears in those 

studies in much smaller numbers due to the restrictions set by the Soviet authorities. During the 

SOS, 60s and 70ç several general works were written that established a framework for M e r  

research. Those work mainly de& with the Iarger issues, such as occupation policies or the 

partisan movernent at large. This cm partly be attributed to the lack of necessary materials to 

conduct studies on specific topics. However, it was largely the Cold War bias in works of both 

Western and Soviet historians that lead them to generalize. make sweeping statements and 

conclusions. and thus simplify many issues of the Second World War. These works however 

prepared a strong basis for the hture studies- 

The end of the Cold War and Prrestroika era in the USSR &carne important factors in 

" Mulligan, pp. 1 89 - 190. 
4 1 For example, Armstrong, pp. 34, 145, and Dallb, p. 88. 
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detennining the direction in which the histonography of Geman occupation of the Soviet Union 

was developing in the late 80s and in the 90s. One of the most important aspects in it was that 

many Soviet archives became opened to the Western historians. Therefore, many new materiais, 

such as mifitary records, reports and prop-da mateds ,  were made available rhat stirndated 

future studies. Also, when the USSR was no longer considered the enemy, the Western people 

began to reaiize that the Soviet Union is not a monolitic society. It consists of various ethnic 

soups, and interactions between these groups are extremely cornplex, Within the ethnic goups - 
Western historians discovered various regional identities. This Iead to interest in more specific 

studies of the Soviet Union and of the German occqation in particuiar. 

n e  exmples of such studies are Hitler's Willinc Executioners: Ordinarv Germans and 

the Holocaust by Daniel Goldhagen, and The Eastern Front 1941-1945: German troops and the 

Barbarization of War by Omar Bartov. In these works, the authors challenge the Cold War era 

approach to the Second World War. They introduce such important issues as ideological beliefs 

that existed in various countries prior to the war, and the effects they had on the actions of the 

individuals iri the war circurnstances. They dso  stress that the responces to the war differ among 

various groups in the population, and even among the individuals within these groups. These 

studies introduced many important issues that were previously omrnitted in the works of 

historians. 

Though there are many studies dealing with general aspects of the German occupation of 

the western USSR little work done on particular units, battalions or individuals. This work wi1I 

examine the issue of collaboration during the German occupation, and in particdar will 

concentrate on the SchutzmannscM Battalions, the auxiliary forces fomed of the local 
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population that aided the invadctrs. The Case of the Schut~nannshafi Battalion 1 18 will help 

demonstrate the muititude of motives behiad the German decision to employ êhe indigenous 

forces during the occupation, as well as provide an insight into the multifaceted motivations 

behind the local people's responses to the extreme conditions created by the foreign invasion and 

occupation, Such case studies of group and individual responses to the German invasion and 

occupation of the western regions of the Soviet Union can help historians understand the whole 

complexity of the occupation experience. 

An examination of the pressing issues that existed in the area under study pnor to the war 

will establish a bais for an understandhg of the events that took place in Ukraine and BeIants 

after the German invasion. 
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II- POPULAR RESPONSES TO THE GERMAN INVASION 

On the eve of the Second World War, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as a 

multinational state, represented a complicated case in e t h i c  relations. Tho@ it proclaimeci 

itself to Se a voluntary union representing the popda. will of the various republics, not everyone 

was enthsiastic about living in the united state with Russia The history of thox relations is 

long and complicated. However, a clear understanding of the natiodist sentiments in the 

Lkzinc and Bclanis is ncccssary in order to cxplain thc complcx responses provoked by the 

German invasion of those regions during World War II. 

Both Belanis and Ukraine were part of the Russian Empire, which was destroyed by the 

revolution of 191 7. Various political parties immediately in 1917 began their struggle for the 

independence of their lands. They were able to consolidate into political blocks, and for short 

period of time entertained the idea of forrning new political entity ppda ted  by BeIarussian and 

Ukrainian ethnic groups. The Ukraine d e c l a d  its independence on November 20, 19 17." and 

Belanis - on Mardi 15 19 1 However, despite the determined efforis by the nationalistic and 

patriotic eiements in those newly forrned repubiics 10 preserve k i r  sovereignly, Russian power 

and influence proved irresistib te. 

Ukrainian independence suffered fiom the cornplex diplornatic relations exiaing during 

and afier the Worid War 1. The Ukninian Central government (Ruria) was democratic and 

socialist in its ideotogy. For that reason it did not show enough loyalty towards the Gemans, 
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who occupied most of Ukraine in February 19 18. It was replaced by a quasi-monarchial regime 

under Pave1 Skoropadskyi, who, in tuni, was not secure enough to stay in power after the Gennan 

troops withdrew d e r  the armistice of November 19 18- His goveniment was replaced by the 

Ukrainian People's Republic, headed by Simon Petiium He was able to secure the strong 

support of the peasants in western Ukraine, who were very receptive to the ideas that Ukrainian 

nationalism and independence codd bring economic and sociai bentfits to them, He wanted 

Ukraine to be Ieft alone by dl the sides involveci in the conflict so that it codd establish the 

basis for its sovereignty. Kowever. his regime b d  to stmggle with the efforts of Communia 

anti-Bolshevik and Polish forces. dl of which attempted to extend their influence over ~ k r a i n e . ~  

Throughout this tumultuous penod the W n i a n  intellectual and political leadership 

remained deeply split over the ideological issues. They failed to unite, and to win popular 

support. Ukraine finally lost in its smggle with the Soviet Russia and following the Russo- 

Polish war w a  split between the two counhies." 

Thou& Belanis was less affected by World War I, the war did impact the republic's 

subsequent political developments. AAer the defeat of the Austro-German amies the 

Belarussian govemment which was formed s h d y  d e r  the revolution of 1 9 I 7 fled fiom the 

republic's capital of Minsk. It represented a s d I  group of Belarussian intellectuals, who 

became disillusioned in the possibilities of building Belanissian sovereignty under either Russian 

or Polish protection. Those leaders were hoping for the Geman support. However, there were 

other political parties in the republic who did not support the Belanissian government's ideas. 

-- - 

U Magocsi, Robe* A Historv of Ukraine, (Toroato: University of Toronto Press, l996), 
pp. 48 1-484. 
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For example, there was a faction in the govenunent that still placed their hopes on Russia They 

remained in Minsk, and with their support on J a n w  14,1919, the Belorussian Soviet Socialist 

Republic was proclaimed.'6 

As a result of the unfolding events of the Russo-Polish war, Belanis also went through 

several changes of government. When Belanis came d e r  Polish occupation, the former 

govemment of the Belamsian People's Republic returned fiom abroad, just to flee in exile again 

after the signing of the Tteaty of Riga., which concluded the war with Poland. Like Ukraine, 

Belanis was split into the western and eastern parts." 

Eastern t'kraine and Belanis after the developmsnts descnbed above found themselves 

under Comrnunist rule. They were faced with near destruction of their nationalist movements. 

The newly formed Soviets of those republics branded any expression of nationalist sentiments as 

anti-Soviet, and brutally persecuted al1 who adhered to such beliefs, During the Staiinist 

repressions ofthe 1930s mauy Belarussian and Ukrainian intellectuals were either shot or sent to 

the GULAG. where they eventually vanished. Mass executionç at Kurapaîy and Vileyka in 

Belanis and the Ukrainian Famine of the 1930s dso  destroyed millions of lives. Many continue 

to believe that ükraine especially was singled out for such brutal treatment." 

However. the Soviet government allowed certain elements of the nationalistic 

' 6  Vakar. pp. 107- 108. 

48 Marples, David R. Stalinism in Ukraine in the 194ûs, (London: The Macmillan Press 
Ltd., 1992), pp. 20-22, and Belanis: From Soviet Rule to Nuclear Catastrophe, 
(Edmonton: The University of Alberta Press, 1 W6), pp. 12- 14. 
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consciousness to exist in both Republics in order to secure at least some popular support, 

especially during the t h e  of NEP. The economic conditions crested by the New Economic 

Policy were very favourable in both Republics- This lead to a creative outburst in the areas of art 

and literature, which was perceived by many as an ethnic Renaissance. Unfortunately, it was 

short-lived. since the Soviet govemment did not approve of any dissident views and approaches. 

At the same tirne, there were some aspects of nationaiism that fit into the Communist ideology. 

Many nationalist ideas calling for political and ethnic unity could successfully be employed by 

the Communist propaganda W a n  and Belanissian traits and traditions were encouraged in 

scholarship. literature and art. Also, the education in both Republics after the revolution was 

conducted in the native languages. Thus, despite the severe damage done to the Belanissian and 

Ukrainian intellectmi circles by the Stalinist repressions, the nationalists In both Republics were 

able to preserve and develop their languages and culture to a limited e~tent. '~ in ternis of 

education Eastern Ukraine and Belanis also made a considerable progress with the govemment- 

conducted carnpaign to stamp out illiteracy among the adult population as seIl as the 

introduction of a compufsory elernentary education for the children. There was also a noticeable 

growth in the spheres of professional and technical edu~ation.5~ 

Western Ukraine and Belanis, which fell under the Polish d e ,  were allowed certain 

political freedoms, but these were never enforced- Those nationalists that found themselves in 

Poland d e r  the World War I certaidy avoided physical destruction in the repressions that were 

49 Magocsi, pp. 563-567, and Lubachko, Ivan S, Belorussia Under Soviet Rule 19 17- 
1957, (Lexington: The University Press of Kaitucky, 1972), pp. 86-89. 

" Lubachko, p.86. 
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raging in the Soviet Union. in reality, however, only those nationalists thaî were willing to 

collaborate with the Polish authorities were dlowed to conduct thek work arnong the Ukrainian 

and the Belanissian population. Those havbg dissident views were dealt with almost as brutally 

as in the USSR" 

For exarnple, during the 1920s, Belamssian deputies to the Polish Sejm fomed a poiitical 

club known as Betmskaja Sialiamka-Rabornickaja Hramada, or Belanissian Peasants' and Workers' 

Association. Their dedication to the Belanissian national ideal was not well received by the Polish 

authorities. The rnembers of H m a d a  were accused of carrying out subversive Communist 

propaganda. In f 928 many leaders were arrested for treasonous activities. Later on the Po IisR 

govemment cxchanged them in return for the Polish citizens arrested by the ~oviea.~'  On the other 

hand, loyal Belanissians, also known as Polish collaborationists. were allowed to continue their 

activities for some tirne afler this event. During the 1 930s. however, political oppression forced into 

political exile even those who initially were willing to cooperate with the Polish authorities? 

The Ukrainians living under Polish rule were also repressed fiom 1929 on. Beside an 

unfiuitfid political stniggle conducted by a handful of  intellechials who became the leaders of 

various politicai organizations, the Ukraiaians dso had to consolidate their energies to resist an 

intense Polonization, through the enforcment of the Polish lanyage and Catholic religion. 'The 

Polish authorhies attempted to slow down the increase of Ukrainian patriotism and clandestine 

activity by conducting 'pacification" of the Republic. This policy included searches. 

" Vakar, pp. 126-127. 

I3 -a- Ibid pp, 132-133. 
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confiscations, and even severc beatings of those suspec& or fond guilty.- 

The Polish govanment conducteci its most active attack in the area of education. Theü 

goal was to Polonize the Belanssian and Ukrahh youth, and thus deprive them of their ethnic 

identities. In Belarus, a number of adult education centres were robbed off their assets and 

turneci into Polish schoob. The study of the Belamsian hguage in schools was resisted by the 

Polish authorities. and the Belanissian youth in the 1920s and 30s were faced with the choice of  

either going to the Polish schools or rernaining illiterate." SimilarIy in the Ukraine the 

Ukrainian schook were f i t  replaced by bilingual schmls, and later the attempts were made to 

transfer them into completely Polish schools. The number of the educationd institutions 

available to the ükrainians also significan@ decreased with the introduction of the policy of 

Those measures, however, could not destroy the ethnic identities of the people 

in both Republics. In fact, the resuits of the "pacificationn were opposite to what the Polish 

government intended to achieve. Under the repressions many ethnic Belamssians who were 

previously indifferent to the nationdistic p r o p ~ d a  became conscious of the national cause. in 

BeIarus the groups were formed that were preoccupied with the Belawsian self-expression. In 

the Ukraine the association Ridm Shkola got actively invoived in developing of private 

educati~n.~' 

The state of aff* on either the Soviet or Polish side of the border provoked much 

54 Kosyk, p. 16. 

55 Vakar. p. 128. 

56 Kosyk, p. 17. 

Vakar, p. 128, and Kosyk, p. 17. 
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bittemess among çome circles of the local popdation towards their govemments. The ethnicdly 

conscious Belanissians and Ukrainians came 10 tuderstand th neither the Poles nor the Soviets 

would help them realize their hopes for better Iife or independence. However, when in 1939, 

acting upon the agreements ïeached in the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, the Soviet troops invaded 

eastem Polish temtones and Western Belanis and Ukraine were forcefully incorporatd into the 

USSR strong anti-Boishevik feelings came into play in addition to the nationdistic sentiments?' 

Though the main wave of Stalinist repressions had passed by 1939, there was considerable 

cleansing conducted by the Soviets in the newly acquired temtones. This furthered popular 

disillusionment with the Soviet   ta te.'^ 

In the mean tirne. Germany provided shelter for hundreds of political emigres kom 

Ukraine and Belarus. There they had the oppornuiity to educate their children in their native 

language of instruction, form their own associations, and publish newspapers and books.M By 

providing the emigres with such favourable conditions, the Gemans hoped to employ them in 

their future invasion of the USSR. Thou& numerous emigres were contacted and recruited for 

that purpose by the German administration, the Germans never MIy expiored dl the possibilities 

of utilizîng the nationalists to their advantage. Moreover, the Nazi developed onty a limited plan 

for recruiting and using the indigenous population of the areas they were about to occupy. Even 

highly educated professionais among the emigres hired by the Gemians were originally meant to 

58 Armstrong, John, Ukrainian Nationalism, (New York Columbia University Press, 
1963), pp. 46-47. 

60 Loftus, John, The BeIarus Secret, (New York: Alfieci A. Knopf', 1982), p. 17. 
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be employed only as advison, guides, ûanslaton and infomersb' 

This lack of consideration towards the plaruiing for collaboration with the Uldigenous 

inhabitants can be partially explained by the Nazi ideology. The German army led by the X3ps  

intended to pursue the centuries long idea of the Drang m h  Osten, or Drive East, which 

involved conquest and colonization of the territones east of Germany. However, the Nazi i d e  of 

expansionism was radically different fiom that of its earlier proponents. Tt did not involve any 

provisions for the civilizing mission. Also, Germans were to abandon al1 the mord scruples in 

the anainment of their goals in the East, since the inhabitants of those territories were perceived 

as infierior by the ~ e r r n a n s . ~ ~  

In accord with these beliefs, Hitler and his party devised a plan for the future ethnic 

hierarchy in the East. On the top of that were placed the German settlers that were supposed to 

be eventuaily transferred to the East. They were followed by the Volkrdeutsche, the ethnic 

Gemans already living in the east, or the ethnic groups close to the Germa. race, who could be 

easily assimilated. Below them were placed al1 the other non-Slavs, fo1Iowed by non-Russian 

Slavs, narnely the LXuainians and Belanissians. The Great Russians occupied the second last 

place in this hierarchy, at the ver -  bottom of which remained m-called 'Undesirables". This fmai 

grouping included Jews, Gypsies and some other ethnic minorhies, who were eventually 

supposed to be completeiy eiiminatedb3 
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Strongiy believing in the Slavic infériority, 'Slavs are a mass of bom slavesn,@ the Nazis 

did not perceive them as worth while allies in their plans for the conquest o f  the USSR 

Moreover, they did want to assist the Ukrainians and the Belarussians in obtaining and securing 

their independence. Mead, al1 Slavs were to be deprived of any form of state organization and 

kept at a low cultural kvel. The German plans in the East consisted of the following: 

(1) the liquidation of those elements wfiich, in the topsy-turvy scaie 
of Nazi values, were proscribed as unworthy to survive; (2) the 
mass transfer of other 'infëriof elements eastwards; (3) the graduai 
assimilation of the 'bettef non-Geman elements who would be 
permitted to remain; and (4) the settlement with German f m e r  
and soldier immigrants of the spaces thus ~acated.~' 

However? shortly after the invasion, several factors motivated the Geman military 

command to adjust theu views and begin employment of the indigenous inhabitants of Ukraine 

and Belam on a wide scale. Rosenberg, who was to take charge of the occupied Eastern 

territories, had somewhat different views o f  the Slavs than the Orthodox Nazis. He believed Lhat 

ody the Great Russians, and not al1 the peopies of the Soviet Union, were the d enemy. He 

insisted on a sharp separation between the Russiam and other nationalities of the USSR, and 

snessed the importance of exploiting the separatist rnovernents among these peoples." These 

views of Rosenberg made it easier for the Germans to accept the cooperation with the local 

population duricg the occupation- 

AAer accepting the idea of cooperation with the indigenous inhabitants, the Gemans 

were very carefûl to ensure that those non-Germans in their occupation administration did not 

" Hitler, A., Mein Kamof, cited in Dallin, p. 8. 

m., p. 276. 

' - ibid., p. 47. 
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present a threat to the Gennan authority. in Ukraine where the nationaiistic sentiment among the 

ethnic population was strong, and the population represented a significant force, the participation 

of the locals in occupation administrative tasks was narrowed to the cornmunity and rayon levels- 

It was important for the Germaus to insure that they had the supenisory power over the local 

administration. In Belam. the emigre administration was given someone greater power because 

they were not perceived as having strong influences in the region. The population of the 

Republic was considerabIy smaiIer than tbat of Ukraine, and "the poorly developed nationai 

conscioumeis of the Belorussians which was strongly suppresscd under Bolshevik ru~e"~ '  could 

hardy represent any threat to the Germam. Once the Germarrs felt that the indigenous 

collaborators could be kept under control, they codd accept the idea of cooperation ~ i t h  these 

When the Germans invaded the USSR they were greeted as liberators by many 

nationalists in the Eastern temtories.69 This favourable response was another factor that made 

the idea of employment of the local population at the invders' seMce even more acceptable for 

the Gerrnans. On the other, no: dl of the population in the occupied USSR responded with 

support to the German occupation. There were also those who chose to resist the Germans. 

This. in tuni, necessitated the employment of the loyal Ukrainians and Belarussians by the 

67 Waldman, Eric. 'Geman Occupation Adminisûation and Experience in the USSRn, 
War Documentation Proiect, (Maryland: The John Hopkins University Opentions 
Research Office, May 1 953,  p. 59. 

" y - 7  Ibid p. 62. 

69 Howell, Edgar M. The Soviet Partisan Movement 194 1- 1944," Depaitment of the 
Army, World War II German Militan' Shrdies, August 1956, (New York: Garland 
Publishing, inc., 1979), p. 52. 
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invaders, since their own forces could not effmtively handle the resistance?O 

The resistance to the invaders in the occupied regions could only be conducted by the 

unconventiod methods. The partisan movement in the western USSR grew rapidly after the 

invasion. However, it is important to note that this movement was not as Iarge as been often 

assumed. For example, Kmenko claims that in Belarus, where the partisan movement was the 

strongest in the occupied USSR, only about five percent of the population, approximately 

400.000, was invotved in struggle with the invaders. On the other hand, this seemingly limited 

force was able to take control of around 60 percent of the occupied Belarussian territory by the 

spring of 1943. Thus, the impact of  the partisan struggle against the Germans should be 

evaluated carefully and in a balanced fashion.'' 

Another aspect that should be considered here is the fact that not all the people who 

retreated into the woods after the invasion were members of the same partisan movement. Many 

of them refused to support either the Soviet or the German cause; others were not pro-Soviet but 

anti-German at the same time. Those belonging to the groups most likely to be targeted by the 

Germans. such as Communists or Jews, merely went into hiding, but were forced to fight when 

disco~ered.~ Unfortunately, all the complexities of the partisan resistance are difficult to 

evaluate due to the lack of written records left by those groups. It is, however, safe to assume 

that already by the end of 194 1 they began to gravitate towards the Soviet partisans. The main 

-- 

To w., pp. 52-54. 

" Kmenko, pp. 101 - 102. 

lbid p. 100. - 9  
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reason behind that was that the Soviets couid offer their partisans at Ieast some of the necessary 

supplies, and provide them with the structure and organization that was needed for the eEéctive 

actions againn the e n v .  But even ttiose who found themselves fighting with the Soviets 

often switched sides, depending on the circumstances around them. Captured guerillas were 

known to daim that they were forced into the movement against their wiil by the threats against 

them Uidividually or against their families. S e v e d  of them wodd later return to the partisan 

forces and continue fighting on their side. The confusion that was createc! by instability in both 

partisan and collaborationist forces in the occupied zone did not allow for the fidi controI of the 

population migrations in the area and made such fluctuations possible. It was not always d e  to 

do this. since either side could become suspicious of the motives behind those individuais who 

changed their loyalties. In the rnean tirne, many guerilhs were known to get away with switching 

sides quite successhlly .'" 

The brutality with which the Gennans treated the population of the occupied temtories 

contributed to the growth of resiçtance, and the partisan movement in particdar. The groups that 

the Nazis intended to eliminate immediately d e r  the invasion were the Soviet officiais that were 

left in the occupied zone, dong  with al1 Communi~ts and Jews. Though local inhabitants might 

have not synpathised with those groups on ideological or ethnic grounds, inhuman executions of 

those people cutraged the native population~5 Another factor that contributed to the popular 

74 Golubovich, L., 'Belmssian Collaborationist Military Forcesn pe~opyccme 
~ ~ n & p a r i ~ o ~ ~ u e  B O O P ~ ~ K ~ H H ~ ~ ~  CH~IM], Alexander Dallin's Paoers, (Stanford: 
Hoover Institution Archives), Box 6, Folder 3, pp. 40-41. 

" Armstrong, J o b  Soviet Partisans in World War II, (Madison: The University of 
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disillusionment with the occupiers was the economic crisis and deterioration of the Iiving 

conditions that followed the invasion, The inhabitants of the occupied USSR were hopefbi that 

with the establishment of the Gemian order much hated collective fcums would be destroyed, and 

the land, stock and the agricultural equipment woufd be evenly distributed among the locai 

inbabitants, who would thgn becorne fke f m e r s .  However, the Germans kept the collective 

fann structure in many areas, since the organized production of the agriculturd products was 

more easily rnanaged that way. Generdly, 

'in terrns of long-range gods, [the Nazi leadership] utterly 
disregarded popular aspirations; in ternis of irnmediate demands, it 
assumed that the wax's victorious conclusion within a matter of 
weeks or months allowed the occupiers to ignore the problem of 
popuiar allegiance.n76 

In its fust stage which began immediately d e r  the Geman invasion the Soviet partisan 

movement consisted of remnants of the units established by the Soviet authorities and citizens 

loyal to the USSR. At this stage the partisan bands acted independently of one another, and thus 

represented no immediate militiuy value. During the next stage, which began in December of 

194 1, there was a noticeable increase of the partisan force. This numerical expansion came fiom 

the siuvivors of 1941. as well as the men transported fkom the Soviet side through the gaps in the 

front." 

Initially. the Germans were able to inflict significant damage on the partisan force. Al1 

Wisconsin Press, 1964), pp. 320-32 1. 

" War Documentation Project Staff, 'The Soviet Partisan Movement in World War Ii: 
Summary and Conclusionsn, Pmiect 'Alexander." General Series, volume 2, 
(Alabama: Air Researc h and Developrnen t Command, Jan uary 1 954), pp. 1 -2. 
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the Nazi plans for the management of the occupied th to r i e s  were built around the m p t i o n  

that the war was going to be won in a matter of a few mont&. These plans made almost no 

provisions for fighting the unconventional partisan war. Though this fact seeTningly put the 

underground fighters at an advantage, poorly s-tured and organized bands could not offer 

significant resistance to the invaders, and thus had little Unmediate military value.n 

However. the Geman provisions for the ad-partisan warfare were not thought out 

enough. They needed to make severai adjustments to their planning as the third stage of the 

partisan mistance approached in the summer of 1942. During this stage the partisans were able 

to acquire even greater strength h m  the local support, and establish an organizational 

framework that allowed them to conduct large scale operations For example, a series of 

operations known as "rail war" inflicted senous damage on the Germa communication system, 

and forced the Germans to look for new ways to strengthen their forces in the occupied 

territorie~.'~ 

The situation on the Eastern fiont lines was yet another factor that dmve the Nazis into 

recnüting local coflaborators into their rankç- In the summer of 1941 the Gemam were rapidly 

advancing into the Soviet territory. Their Blifz bieg was almost too fast, which put a strain on 

their supply lines. Also, unwilling to miss the opportunities presented to them by the retreating 

Soviet army, the Germans unnecessarily tired out their forces. A Iarger rotation of the troops was 

thereby needed in order for the army to rernain effective, and this required increased numbers of 

'' Howell, p. 26. 

" War Documentation Projst S m ,  p. 3. 
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men fighting on the eastern Such conditions limited the size of the forces that could be 

lefi in the occupied temtories to maintain the order. The invaders had to send every çoldier 

available to the h n t .  therefore, the numbers of Gexmans in the occupied region had to be 

decreased. The only way to replace them was through the employment of an indigenous 

population wüling to collaborate:' 

Already during the period of German advances in 1 94 1 - 1 942 the Nazis rd i zed  that there 

had to be a change in their tactics. New anti-partisan tactics were designed, and were based on 

the assumption that in order to win in this stniggle, the Germans would have to be as mobile as 

the partisans themselves. More attention was now given to reconnaissance, since the accurate 

idormation on the location. strength, cornpcsition, armament and mission was supposed to heIp 

the Germans make the best use of a limited number of troops." 

Changes on the front in early 1942 put the occupiers in even more difficult circumstances. 

When the Geman troops were nearing Moscow, the Soviet govemment ordered a stop to the 

rctreat. This threw the Nazis into even niore fierce fighting, since the enemy now ofEered more 

S ~ ~ O U S  resistance. The approaching winter also contributed to a weakening of the German forces 

on the Eastern fiont. This not o d y  slowed down the German advance, but also shified the 

advantage to the Russians. The German supply line was stretched dmost io the limit. They were 

faced with unfarniliar terrain and severe weather conditions. for which they were almost 

Howell, pp. 30-32. 

" -- Ibid 9 p. 65. 

Ibid p. 68. - 9  
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completely unprepared, and exhausted by long months of fighting. In this situation, the Russians 

were able to gain cerîain tactical successes, and put the Germans on the defensive." 

The Russians thus began preparations for the counteratîack, which became a great success 

at the walls of Stalingrad. It involved not only thorough military planning, but also weii t3ought 

out propaganda campaip. By this time 'Germany had become Public Enemy Number Onen' in 

the eyes of the Soviet people. This helped the Soviets to consolidate their resources to carry out 

a successful operation. The German m y  was encircled at Stalingrad and exposed to the enemy 

atiack on al1 sides. in November of 1942 their situation was desperate, and the results of this 

battle were critastrophic. It was the first senous defeat to both German rni1ita-y forces and their 

morale. The German fiasco at Stalingrad became an important stage on the road to the ailied 

victory. It became a major turning point in the course of World War ii as a whole, since it 

prepared necessary conditions for the Soviet counterattack, and for the more active actions of the 

allies on d l  the other h n t s  of the war.*' 

The defeat at Stalingrad began a period of Soviet offensives in 1943. Despite the fierce 

resistance of the Nazis, the Soviets were able to start pushing hem back, and had gradually 

fiberated d l  of the occupied territories of their country by the summer of 194. This required 

more and more of the German resources, both human and material, to be put into action on the 

Eastern front. Their supplies by this time, however, were nearly cornpletely draineci, and the 

army reserves had no more well-trained so1diers available to fight the war. The Gennans, 
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pressured on the fiont, and debiiitated by the desperate stniggle with the guerïIIas, realized that 

their cause was doomed and began a chaotic retreat wesn~afds, thus bringing an end to the Nazi 

o c ~ u ~ a t i o n . ~  

It was in this crucial ~eriod from the winter to the summer 1942 that the Germans began 

seriously to consider the employment of the indigenous population in dmost every ana of life in 

the occupation zone. They were especially motivated by the belief that the recruitment of the 

Iocd inhabitants wouid fke German troops "for hnt-line service at a time when partisan 

activities were increasing and there was a shomge of German military perso~el.n87 

The employment of the native population in administration and public safcty t s k s  was a 

cornmon practice in military governments. Most Western amies developed plans for utif izing, 

under a close supervision, existing police and administrative organizations, The Germans 

initially failed to make provisions for that, since it was c o n m  to their aims of colonization of 

the Eastern temtories. Moreover, they did not expect that the infrastructure existing under the 

Communist system would subscribe to their cause, since the Soviet govenunent recruited only 

the rnost loyal and reliable personnel in al1 the important military and civil institutions. Thus, the 

enrollment of the indigenous people into the occupation administration and Gerrnan military 

forces was largely an improvisation on the Nazi part." Nevenheless. this question was explored 

very seriously. The importance awarded to it was stated in the communications from the Reich 

87 Waldman, Eric, "Gerrnan Use of indigenous Auxiliary Police in the Occupied USSR: 
The Ordnungsdiemr (OD) in Anny Group Center: A Case Study in the Utilization of 
Soviet Nationais for Secwity and Public Safety 1-asks", War Documentation Proiect, 
(Maryland: hhns Hopkins University, May 1955), p.1. 
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blinisu). for the Occupied Eastern Territories to the Reich Commissar Ukraine and the Reich 

Commissar Osrlund in February 1943: 

The lack of German manpower and the necessity of drawing more 
and more upon the population to participate within the frarnework 
of the Gerrnan h e d  Forces in the iight against bolshevism make 
it mandatory to search for ways and means by which the 
indigenous population c m  better cooperate in the process of 
reconstruction of the country as well as in the administration 

89 proper. 

Along with the ernigres that came to the Eastern territories with them. the Germans began 

utilizing the indigrnous administration. The former political subdivisions of the USSR on the 

administrative offices at the District (or Oblasr ) IeveI existed only in the early stage of the 

m i l i t q  occupation. and latcr werc made superfluous. The clerks working in those institutions 

found that the organization almost cornpletely resembled the old Soviet system. This was 

advantageous for Soviet citizens who quickIy adapted to new rules. The exceptions were made 

in cases when the estant of the partisan movement required more military officers present within 

on rayon. Then the former Soviet Ruion was divided inta s e v e d  raions. Similariy. when the 

local offices of mili t-  governrnent could not be formed because of lack o f  Gerrnan personnel. 

the raions were cornbir.ed.* 

One of chc signiîïcant changes introduced by the Nazis concemed the ass ignen t  of 

responsibilities to individuals. S w k t  mlr. by c o n m t -  had stresseci the principlr of the 

collective responsibili~. The Genans found this arrangement unsuitable for the occupation 

89 Waldrnan. Eric. 'German Occupation Administration and Experience in the USSR,  pp. 56. 
ibid. p. 48. - 
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zone. since it dlowed individu& to hide behind the backs of their cornrades. and not receive 

punishment for any w-rong doing. Thus. the Germans introduced the pnnciple of individuai 

responsibility in order to ensure the full loyal5 of their employm.9' 

By 1943 the Germans aiready could accept the idea of hiring the native Slavic population 

in the higher echelons of the administration. in Belanis. the nationalistic sentiments of the 

people in both rural and urban cornrnunities were supposed to be encouraged m i t h  thc creation of 

the Belamsian Central Council. a provisionai govemment run by native BeIarussians under the 

Gcrman protectorate. This organization was short lived. and in its action limited in time. and 

resources. However. the important achievemsnt of this of ice  was the creation of the Belarussian 

Country Dekncc forces. This military force resernbled the Belarussian national army. and had as 

its goals the destruction of  Bolshevism on their land. IIowever. in Ukraine. the conditions of 

military reversals and retrcats did not allow for similar organization patterns. The Gerrnans 

enforced much stncter control over the Ukrainians. and did not allow the indigenous 

administration much autonomy, since ethnic Ukrainian population was much greater and could 

present a significant threat to the Grrman power in the arra.'' 

Alreadv on July 5. 1941. the commander of the A m y  Group Rear Area began enlisting 

indigenous inhabitants to increast his security forces. In the course of w u  those units. known as 

Ordnungciirnsr. (OD), represented a large auxiliary force for important security assignments. 

They were employed not only to keep peace and order. but also to enforce certain orden and 

lbid pp. 46-50. -.* 

92 --- 1bid p.48-50. 
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administrative regulations.93 The OD unis  rapidly grew. as the securiry issues became more 

pressing under the pressure causcd by frequent pmisan m c k s .  " In the spring of 1942 some 

major organizational changes were b r o ü a t  into the structure of the OD, as it becarne subordinate 

to the otzcial in charge of the highçst level of the indigenous administration. This pmvided for 

the -mater flexibility in use of the OD units. The OD became increasingly involved in anti- 

partisan warfare. and this calIed for the creation of separate uni6 specifically dedicated to that 

function. Also. the expanding OD forces were supplemented bu a criminal police detachment 

political police detachment as well as by another regu1a.r police detachment. This arrangement 

had noticeable advantages for the Germans. who at this stage began exploring the possibilities of 

using the indigenous noops on a wider scalc." 

The loyalty expressed by the OD guard units towards the invaders prompted the Germans 

to begin utilizing the native inhabitants in other areas of mi l i t q  service. There were aiso 

instances where the OD guards became unreliable and contacted the enemy. Some of the OD 

members exploited the possibilities for the future cooperation &<th the Soviets in case of their 

victory. However, according to Waldrnan, it has been consistently shown that such behaviour 

was a result of improper treatment recéived from the Geman supervisory personnel.96 In the 

mem time. al1 the members of OD were generally exposed to propaganda by the Soviet partisans. 

which uscd everything from prorniscs to thrcats in order to win the youth over to its side. 

93 Waldmm. "G-m use or Indigenous Au'riliary Police in h e  Occupied USSR". p. 8. 

94 Ibid., p. 17. - 
95 Ibid., pp. 23-24. - 
% - Ibid., p. 46. 
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The propaganda waç conducted by the partisans with a goal of persuading the OD units to 

desert and join them in their struggle against the invaciers. It often took forms of the apprds to 

collaborators. and the appeals of Former collaborators. The partisans stressed that the new 

German masters themselves did not trust those who wilIingly kcame the traitors to their 

motherland. They çven made attempts to demonstrate in practice how little the Gexmans vdued 

the Iives of the OD unit mernbers. According to a report of the Commander of Heeresgebiet 

Centre. the partisans were able to capture two German soldiers, whom they ofTered ro exchangs 

for OD men. The offer was renised. However- had the Germans accepted the offer, the partisans 

would have demanstrated a v e -  stronp propaganda point.v7 Even though Soviet propaganda did 

not succeed in provoking mass desertion and sabotqe in the OD units. it stiii negativdy affected 

the discipline and morde of the indigenous au~iliary units. The Gemans undertook their own 

countemeasures in terms of propaganda but bey also failed to achieve a grcat success. as the 

desertions among the OD men contin~ed.~' 

These were the main çolIaborationist organizations that existed in the occupied zone 

during World War II. Though the Nazis did not make srnous provisions for the ernployment of 

the indigenous population a their service. they were forced to work with them once put in a 

h m h  circumstances by the situation on the Eastern front and the growing partisan rnovemçnt. 

Several miscalcuIations on thc German part in the areas of the military and political pIanning had 

a fatal impact on thc Nazi ambitions in the East. However. despite the lack of pre-war planning. 

the Germans wcre able to fom, train and utilize significant indignous forces in the occupied 

97 lbid p.69. --- 
Pa W., p. 70. 
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temtones. 

The popu1a.r response to the German invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941 consisted of a 

variet); of different reactions. Some of them took an active form, fighting either the Soviets or 

the Germans or b o h  Mers remained passive throughout the war. This multitude of responces 

was to a large degree detemined by the pre-war expenences of the various groups of the 

population. Some people continued to support the Soviet govemment. othcrs chose to 

collaborate. Yet there was no clear division into pro-Soviet and pro-Geman supporters. Many 

people changed their IoyaIties during the war. There were also groups that supported neither side 

during the entire conflict. Pcoplc chose thcir positions dun'ng the \var bsised on a variep of 

reasons. Examination of the motives of the membcrs of the Schut,-rnannschufl bardions for 

joining the German force will help us understand some of the reasons behind the collaboration. 
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The employment of the indigenous personnel for various tasks. mainly for public safety. 

is a well-established policy of any rni1ita.q government. The German command initidly chose 

not to follow this practice in the East. since their plms for colonization of the Eastern temtorics 

and enslavement of its population excluded this possibility. However. very early in the war the 

invaders realized that there was a need to suppIement their forces with the volunteers from the 

local population. The shortages in mmpower that resulted kom the Iack of thorough planning 

and the dernands of the Eastern kont forced [hem to accept a new course of action in the USSR." 

The 'iazi leaders understood the necessity of haxling a certain supplementary military force in 

the occupied temtorics. It would help existing German securie formations maintain order on the 

local level. This job did not require o hi& level of sccurity cleuuice. Tberefore. the Germans 

accepted the possibility of hiring indigenous recruits to carry out those h ~ t i o n s . ' ~ ~  Initially. the 

invading y m y  plannrd to employ the local police formations whkh the retreating Soviet 

administration left behind during the initial stages of the occupation. 'Ihose forces were very 

s h .  since the majorin of the Soviet police reneated together with the authorities early in the 

summer of 194 1. Their employment invdved certain risks for the occupiers because many 

members of the former Soviet police might have retained their Ioyalty to the Soviet govemment. 

Therefore. the Gemans had readiIy availabIe to thern forces to carq out policing functions in the 

99 WaIdman "Germm Use of Indigenous Auxi l iq  Police in the Occupied LISSR", p. 10. 

'" Vakar. p. 180. 
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occupied ienitories. Soon they discovered that these forces were far frorn satisfactory and 

proceeded to supplement thern mith the Iocally raised militias and selfdefence  unit^.'^' 

Nazi leaden had, already before the war, considered the possibility of employing the 

indigenous population. However. the provisions made For implementing this practice in the 

GSSR were extremely limited. The realities of the war actually demanded that the local forces 

be utilized on a much wider scale than was initially intended. The importance and usefulness of 

the senices of local collaborators to the Gemans grew togeîher with increasing dificulties and 

need for manpower both at the front and in the rear."' 

Frorn the v e n  beginning of the war a number of anti-Soviet groups in the USSR willingly 

collaborated either in the hope ofacqui~ng special privilcges, such as bcner food and housing, or 

the destruction of the Communist regime in the USSR, Also, some Soviet army officers who had 

been captured by the Geman arrny hoped that their lives would be saved if they col~aborated.'~~ 

Various groups of potential collaborators intended to gain something from their service to the 

Germans, and many of them had welldefined expectations even prior to the invasion. One of 

their desires was to have their own militas. forces ihat would work in accordance witfi the 

Germans. but also protect their oum interests. 

However, the German racial theory prevented hem frorn permittirtg the Unfermenschen 

to have any kind nf independent force. tnstead, they only ailowed them to serve as auxiliaries to 

the Ceman -y, Police. and SS. The German militas. administration officers. however. 

'O' 'Thornu, Nigel, m d  Abbott. Peter. Partisan Wyfâre 194 1 - 1945, (London: Osprcy 
Publishing Ltd.. 1983). 
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repeatedly stressed in their writing and correspondence that this was done onIy because and when 

the circumnuices forced thern to do so.Iw Western histonography of the early pst-war and 

Cold War periods consistentiy points out that this was one of the major mistakes of the Gennans 

in the USSR. For example, John Armstrong claims that had the Germans k e n  willing to recruit 

the indigenouç population early in the war. they could have many more effective units. The time 

of the occupation before serious recruitment of the local population bcgan allowed the partisan 

movernent to form. and took away many forces that the Gerrnaris could have utilized 

o t h e ~ i s e . ' ~ '  It took the Germans about five rnonths to grasp the importance of ami-partisan 

organization invoiving the local population. Dixon and Heilbrunn. for example. believed that 

wider utilization of indigenous forces and more directed anti-partisan police were common sense 

requirements that the Geman cornmand had overlooked.'" They argue that the local population 

was most suitable for unconventional methods of warfare because of their awarencss of the local 

traditions and knowkdge of the area 'O7 

Finally. the German leaders found acceptable the idea of employment of the 

Unrerrnenschen in the rni1it.q service by 1942. They proceeded to implement whatever limited 

policies they had quite successfully. adjusting hem according to the demands of the situation. 

One of the factors that brought this about were the changes in the Gcnnan plans of invasion as a 

result of the course of the war. For one. the Red Army's success near Moscow and at Stalingrad 

1 O-( Thomas and Abbott. p. 5. 

105 Armstrong. 1964, p. 28. 

106 Dixon and H e i l b m ,  p. 1 12. 

'O7 - Ibid.. p. 146. 
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prevented further movement of the German troops according to pre-war plans, and forced a 

rethinking of al1 previously outlined occupation policies. Moreover. faced wkh varies. of 

customs and traditions in different occupied areas, the invadrrs needed to chmge tbeir policies to 

suit the situation in a particular locale.1o" 

Thus. the German occupation of the Soviet temtory varied geatly in the different pans of 

the USSR. The BaItic States were under German rule fiom the sumrner of 1941 to 194. and in 

sorne areas even until 1945. Belanis was under occupation from the surnmer of 1941 until the 

middle of 1944. Ukraine presented even more complicated case. where parts were occupied from 

the summer of 194 1, but the eastem areas were not under the Gcrman ruIe until 1942- Parts of 

LiEiraine were lost to the Soviet forces and re-occupied and held through 1943 and eariy 1944. 

Crimea was under the occupation from the middIe of 1942 until the middk of 1944. Tnt: north 

Caucasus region was rulcd by the Glrnnans fiom A u p t  1932 to Januaq 1943. The regions of 

Russia were under occupation for different periods of time [rom the fall and winder of 194 1 until 

the spring of 1944.1°9 

This chaotic situation. together with the growing partisan resistance, slowed dowm the 

transfer of the authority from the militvy to the civil administration in the occupied ~ a s t . ' "  The 

partisan resistance units were generally assurned to be Communist-led bands because the 

Communists provided somr of the most detennined anti-fascist fighters." ' However. rhis 

'OR Waldman. 'Grmm Use of Indigenous .4uuiliary Policc in the Occupied USSR". pp. 
8-9. 

109 Ibid.. p. 9. - 
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situation was far more complicated. There were also several other resistance groups that tended 

to hate the Communias a much as they did the fascists. They fought both the occupation troops 

and the partisans. This added to the complexity of the situation for the Germans early in the war. 

Later. towards the early pan of 1943. those resistance groups were drawn into alliances with 

either the Communist or the German troops. and the warring sides became far more unified.' 

Fierce partisan resistance that the invaders met in the USSR required more manpower than the 

German command had initially allocated to the occupied territories. The nine Security Divisions 

were assigned to the USSR. They were formed out of middle-aged reservists and, therefore. 

were tiom the bepinning inadequate for their tuk. Moreover. late in 1942. their best combat 

elements were sent to the front lines and the occupation security f~rces had to be reinforced by 

the Reserve and Field Training ~ivisions.' " 

Therefore, the forces were made out of the indigenous volunteers. which were initially 

prohibited by Hitler. and became important and grew in size for the Following reasons: 

a)  The relatively small number of German security troops assigned 
originally to the Commander of the Heeresgebiet [Army Group 
Rex .heas]. (This deficiency of troops became worse as the war 
progressed and more and more of these securip units were used for 
front-line service.) 
b) The increase of partisan activities in the areas to the rear of the 
combat zone. 
C) The necessity to rely on indigenous manpower because of the 
shortage of German personnel created by an over-extension of 
forces throughout Europe and by increasing war losses.l14 

'IZ - -  lbid pp. 3-4. 

I "  -- bid p. 7. 
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The changes that were brought in by the Germans in these circumstances oflen affected 

even their most prestigious forces. For exampk. the dite gendarmerie cstablished to police the 

conquered temtories. the SS, was gndually absorbed by the Wuffen-SS, and onIy a few brigades 

and cavalry regiments remained for securiy duties. which involved preservation o f  civil order in 

the occupied areas. These formations were later reinforced with the Baftic and Likrainian 

recruirs. though the commanding power of the security eRort remained with the Higher SS and 

Police Leaders and their Sec*Yity staffs."5 

One of the former participants in the coIlaborationist forces. who cornposed a report 

about the collaborationist forces in the course of prcparing the Project Alexander by the CS 

Arrny. V. Golubovich identified t h e  phases in thc histoq of the colIaborationist forces during 

the war. which. according to him "fought on the German side against bolshevism during the 

period between 1 947 and 1945." '"e first phase began in 1 94 1. when the Germans were 

convinced of thrir milit- superiority over the Soviet Amy. and did not even accept the idea of 

having any ki,nd of military organization involving indigenous population. The only formations 

that were allowed to exist were supposed to be strictly limited to the police tùnctions. During 

this phase the collaboraton were not allowed to cvry weapons. or Wear unifomis. n iey  had no 

military cornand structure. and could not act freely without thr approval o f  the Local German 

military commanders. Only fiom the second half of 1942. when the Soviet A m y  was able to 

show serious resistance to the Germans on the front and the partisan rnovement started forming 

in the German rear. did the occupiers reorganize the existing police forces into two organs: one 

115 Thomas and Abbott. pp. 6-7. 

Il6 Gcilubovich, p. 3. 
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was supposed to fight criminal activities in the occupied territories- (Sieherggeiswahtschtele. or 

Sielva): the other was the Ordunurtgdiensf. intended to combat the partisan activities."' During 

this phase the auxiliary police forces grew significantiy, and by the spnng of 1943, made up a 

large percentage of the German securip forces engaged in anti-partisan warfare. The advantages 

of utilizing the Lod population in policing functions and in fighting partisans became more 

apparent to the Germans as  rnany of those units proved themselves in combat. The? were well 

acquainted ttith local conditions, knew the area and could obtain much vaiuable information 

because of their local contacts.' 

The second phase of the development of the collaborationist forces began at the end of 

1 943. During this stage a number of addi tional collabomtionist orgaizations were formed and 

were reorganized in order to create a uniforni a r ~ n ~ . " ~  The third phase started in June of 1944. 

when the Gemans. pushed by the Red Amy, were forced to !eave the occupied territories of the 

USSR and retreat to the West. During this stage the collaborationist formations were 

incorporated into the Gennan regular army units, and continued fighting until the German 

capitulation was signed in May of 19 45. h al1 these phases. the German army went through a 

confusing proccss of adj usting and readjusting their plans to the redities of the occupied Soviet 

territories. 

Since the war in the East involved diverse political and ideological elements, Nazis h;id to 

- --- 
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ensure that the volunteers who joined the auxiliary police formations wouid be loyal to them. 

Therefore. Eima~zkomrnndus of the Sitturity Police were suppsed to conduct carefiil screening 

of employees in order to avoid the inclusion of politically unreliable elcments."' The fint tactic 

was to employ those local inhabitants who were of the Geman origin or who sppathetically 

looked at Gemanization. In forming the ai~uiiiary police forces the question of Gemanization 

appears to play an important role. Even though the Gennans no longer believed that the 

Lnfermenschen could not serve in their forces. since they needed any manpower they could get, 

they attempted to explain such need frorn the point of view of their racial theory. Many of the 

moups that were rccruited as a u s i l i q  were considered to be suitable for GermaniLation. There - 
were over 300.000 ethnic Gennans living in Ukraine. and as eariy as 1940 the Germans began 

h o u &  various agents forming training units for ~krainians."' Later on. under the pretence that 

they were still aiming only at the ethnic Germans, they began enlisting ethnic Ukminians as well. 

Many of the members of auxiliary battalions were initidly classified under Class III of the 

Fblksliste. a manual for deterrnining suitability for king assimilateci. According to the definition 

this class included aliens whose nationaiity was not clear. but who on account of tfieir ethnic and 

cultural ties drew them towards ail diings ~erman-"~ By 1943 this regdation was strengthened. 

and it was decided that Ukrainians could be considered for Gemanization. but based on 

individual cases. If any person should be considered to be fit for Germanization. they should be 

"' Waldman. "Ceman Use of Indigenous Auxiliary Police in the Occupied USSR". p. 
14. 

"' Armstrong. 1 963, p. 73. 

Kamenetsky. &or, Secret Nazi Plans for Eastern Europe: A Study of Lebensram 
Policies (New Haven: College and University Press, 1961), p. 94. 
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put under Class IV of Voiksliste. and granted provisional citizenship, which could be cancelled at 

any tirne."' This category included dl members of the local forces. Therefore. the very entq  

into the force gave a promise of a better life &er the anticipated Gcnnan victory. Even so not 

every Ukrainian who joined the auxiliary police forces was considered suitable for assimilation 

into the German culture. Germanization of W n e  was very limited and applied on a larger 

scale to the Baitic republics, and ethnic German population within the Slavic republics of the 

USSR. Izs 

The Germans utilized screening towards other kind of recmits to Sc.hurzmunn.schaft 

batralions. The! were gsnerally put through a very strict six month trial period when they were 

carefully supervised and checked for suspicious activities. If  their performance proved to be 

satisfactory during this time period, they werc entisted into one of the sections of S c c h z ~ m  

However. a poor record during the trial period could lead to severe penalties. including deah.'" 

The caution that the Germans had towards the indigenous people at first became less significant 

with time. when many member of the auiliaries were abIe to prove themselves in military 

operations. ~Many of these men were considered ta be alert and always ready to fight, and some 

of the a~uiliary police rnernbers were willing to do more than the Gemans expected of them. in 

order to advance their career long tem or to gain immediate advax~ta~e.'~~ Still, the ofcupiers 

realized the need for close supervision of the local auxiliary forces in action. Members of the 

- -  
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auxiliaq police battalions in combat often forgot of the optimal goal of the military encounter 

and instead cngaged in personal revenge. 

Operations against partisans should however, be undertaken only 
under German cornmand, an observation made al1 over the area of 
h y  Group Center; otherwise, as it was observed again and again. 
such enterprises either degenerate into military games 
(Soldarenrpielerei) or lead to wild [and] aimless shootinps ..."' 

It was also reported on a number of occasions that though the ai~uiliary police achieved 

significant success in anti-guerilla warfare, they as a d e  feared the Red h y  troops. and when 

encountering them. usually took ro flight. Though the Germans interpreted this as mere 

cowardice when faced with a real battle. it probabiy was more likely that the colIaborators tèared 

retribution by the Soviet authorities if they were recognized. Also, during the encounters with 

the regular m y  the possibility of k i n g  taken as a prisoner of war and executed for treason 

The newly fomed units needed to have a clearly defined status. They were initially 

called Flilfspolizei. Already in August of 194 1 the Commander of Heeresgebier Center issued an 

administrative directive stressing that the Germans did not want to creatc indigenous units with 

police responsibilities. and the name of these units was changed to Ordnungsdienst. u s d l y  

abbreviated as OD.'~' These were noi to be coafuçed with the units that were recruited by the 

SS. which were to be called Schzttzmannshafren. However. throughout the early stage of their 

existence there still was confusion about the various types of the indigenous units. The Germans 

"' Waldman. "Gennan Use oflndigenour Awiliary Police in the Occupied GSSK. p. 
50. 

"> - Ibid.. pp. 49-50. 
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thernselves applied this terminology 10ody- For that reason variou spes  of indigenous 

volunteer formations were often referred to under different narne~.'~' 

In November 194 1 ail locdly-raised forces in the Rrichkimmissariates Ostland and 

Cbaine were organized into " A u - i l i q  Units of the Gerrnan Police, or Schulzmannschnji der 

Ordnungspolizei. usuall y ab breviated as Schumu. Vo lunteers who joined these battalions 

generaIly had some combat expenence or rn i l iw or secunty training. since they were mainly 

former soldiers and It is important to note. however? that the recruitment of the 

local votunteers into the Gennan auuiliary units took place without any officia1 authorization. 

The High Cornmand saw this as a problem. but at the samc time it rccognized an important 

role that those uni& piayed for the Germans dready during the EÏrst 14 rnonth of the occupation. 

Therefore. in August 1942 it issued the directive that sanctioned reuoactively the existence of the 

local collaborationist forces. The OD units now were given an official description: 

Schzrtzmannschaften (Urcinungsdienst) in the zone of operation: 
Into this category fa11 the Schut-mannschclftmerbaende 
lOrrhungdienst) employed locally in the zone of operations either 
a s  formations or as individual uni&. composed of indigenous men 
who joined voIuntariIy or of discharged prisoners of war of the 
occupied Eastern temtorïes, and organized for police tasks or 
guard dutirs. 13' 

It also increased and made O ficial their pay scales. de fined their functions, stressing their role as 

the anti-partisan force. and most irnportantly. it gave the oficid riuthorizrition for the future 

131 Ibid,. pp. 16- I 7. - 
132 Thomas and Abbott. p. 14. 

13' Waldrnan. 'Geman Use of indigenous Awriliary Police in the Occupied USSR,  p. 
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utilization of the local rnanpower in military or pararnilitary Various Geman 

organizations in the occupied USSR later requested further re-organization of these unis, 

claiming that separating them into more branches wouid ailow the invades to better train îhem 

for particular and very specialized tasks. However, the interna1 conflicts created by such 

propositions prevented the indigenous auxiliary police fiom any f-urther significant changes in its 

structure. ' '* 
The Schumas were divided into four main branches. Regular poiicing duties in t o m s  and 

counuyside were assigned to the normal police or Schu~rmanmchujf-Eixeldiensl. Anti-partisan 

fighting were c&ed out by the Schrir=mannschafis-Barallione. which was commanded by a 

German offlcer and adjutant, and usually included some Germa soldiers in order to keep the 

forces in check. professional md volunteer fire brigades were organized into the Auuiliary Fire 

Police or Feuerschutzrnannschaft. Finally. Reserve Au~iIiary Police, or Hilfssc.hutzrnannschafl 

guarded POW ca,mps and canied out labour duties. There were also various home guard 

organizations known as Sdbs~schutz. and some Schuma forces under the jwisdiction of the 

SD. 13' 

The la& of a consistent policy prior to the war explains the constant reforms tbat were 

undertaken in the au' i i l iq  police forces. Not only were the main structure and the names of the 

various branches ofien changed. but ais0 the original units were constantly reorganized and 

incorporated into new formations. This trend became even more c o m o n  toward the end of the 

'Y m.. pp. 28-29. 
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war. when the Germans. desperate for any sort of the rnanpower. began sending some 

Schufzmannshafr battdions to the front lines. Those changes included not only purting together 

various indigenous units. such as Lithuanian and Ukrainian, but dso the incorporation of non- 

Geman units into the regular Gerrnan 

The Schutmannschaft forces included various ethnic groups of the USSR. There were 

26 ethnic Estonian. 41 Lamian, 33 Lithuanian. 1 1 BeIaiussian, 8 Tatar, and 71 Ukrainian Schumu 

~attalians."' According ta Thomas and Abbot, The bkainians were mainly driven by anti- 

Russian and anti-Communist sentiments and joined the German-sponsored forces in large 

numhers, and in late 1941 thsir nurnber in Schzrma was about 70.000. About half of them served 

in the ami-partisan battdions, which were raised at different times for anti-partisan duties. The 

rest of the Ukrainian Schumo were incorporated into the 30'~ ~ ~ - ~ i v i s i o n . " ~  

The Germans utilized two main methods of recmitment: an appeal to the population to 

enroll voluntarily, or forced recmitment. Waldman States that of these, they generaiIy reIied on 

the first mcthod through various propaganda methods, and the provision of incentives to those 

who were wiI[ing to join the Gennans. It was believed that the majority of the volunteers would 

corne From the anti-Bolshevik elements of the Soviet population, and therefore, would be more 

politically reliable."'* They also believed that it was more effective to employ the recruits within 

13' Littlejohn, David, The Patiotic Traitors: A Histom of Collaboration in Grman- 
Occupied Europe. 1940-35, (London: William Heinemann Ltd.. 1972). p. 322. 

138 Thomas and Abbott, pp. 15- 16. 

139 Ibid.. pp. 16-1 7. - 
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their comrnunity. since they would be directly interested in maintainhg order and preventing 

criminal activities in their own region- ln addition, the Germans also occasionally recruited 

discharged POWS.'*' 

Many in the German comrnand recognized that rnany of the Soviet soldiers and officers 

captured in the war rnight be wiliing to cooperate with the Nazis for a variety of reasons. One of 

the important factors that motivated the POWs to cooperate was fear of deaih if they r e k d  to 

work with the invaders. However. the Nazis aIso recognized that it was possible to find a 

nurnber of ready supporters who would be genuinely loyal to them even among the captured 

soldiers. since a large number of those who were fighting in the Soviet m y  had suffired 

personally under the Stalin's r ~ l e . " ~  ï h e  Grrmans were particularly carehl while screening the 

prisoners of war, reaiizing that their loyalties rnight still be with the Soviet side. For that reason 

the commissars of the Soviet A m ~ y  were imrnediately shot. and so were other members of the 

Communist Party of the USSR, if a proof of their party membership was discovered. iMoreover, 

many other elements that held radical views, including some natioaalists, were d s o  considered 

"politically unreliablen, and were also rlirninated almost irnrnediately aher k i n g  ~ a ~ t u r e d . ' * ~  

Those who were found reliable enou_& were stiII not fully tnisted, and in order to insure that bey 

would be working with the Germans like they should, the Germans tried picking only those men 

out of the POWs whose families were living on the occupied temtory. This was a way to apply 

pressure on those who would think of desertion or betrayd during their service in the a ~ ~ i l i a q  

"' - tbid.. p. 39-10. 

'" Thonuald, Jurgert, The Ulusion: Soviet Soldiers in Hitler's Armies, V e w  York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979, p. 109. 
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Many of the POWs were utilized by the Grmians in the positions were they could 

cause levt damage to the Geman m y .  such interpreterr cooks, driven. and mechanics.'" 

Howevcr, even in these jobs, individuals h o d e  to the Germany were able to inflict minor 

damages on the invaders, thereby reducing the efiectiveness of the screening policy in many 

cases. '* 
The formation of the collaborationist forces was f a c i h t e d  by the fact that in the 

occupied USSR the Gemans found rnmy people who were willing to collaborate. hitially the 

Gerrnan political and rnilitary goals were nor well known to the population of the USSR. 

However. some information found its way there and spread in the form of nimours. This rneant 

that certain phrases often used by the Gemans would be interprcted by the indigenous people 

according to their wishes. Hitler's attack on the Soviet Union was ofien perceived by the anti- 

Soviet elements in terms of common European stmggle against bolshevism. The racial plans and 

policies of  the Nazis were not widely known among the Soviet citizenç at the beginning of the 

1.17 war. One of the most popular terms used by Hitler was so-called "New European Order". The 

term was not clarified. and the people who dreply disliked the Soviet regime read into it what 

they wanted. They hoped that anything that the Germans initiated wodd  be better than the 

situation in the US SR."^ 

- -  - 
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The German propaganda machine was also preparing the grounds for collaboration even 

prior to the invasion. Nurnerous Russian, Ukrainian. B e h s i a n  and other emigre organizations 

in Germany and other European countries agreed to cooperate with the invaders, md through 

them the Germans were presented as 'liberatonn h m  ~01shevisrn.l~~ Those appeais fond 

favourable ground arnong many peoples of the USSR who had undergone political. ideologicd 

and ethnic oppression under the Stalinist regime. Ukrainian historian Kosyk claimed that 

Ukninians were particularly receptive to those appeds, since they believed that they had suffered 

more than other peoples from Bolshevik regime. The L'krainian famine played an important role 

in forming this kind of perceptions. Moreover. with the mreat of the Soviet , h y  the people 

discovered massacres of political prisoners. mass graves full of corpses, and torture charnbers in 

numerous prisons. This strengthened their determination to join the Germans in what they 

believed was a struggle against bolshevism and ethnic oppression.'" 

No t al1 the Soviet ci tizens who joined the auiliary police were motivated by a genuine 

anti-Bolshevik conviction. Fvlany sought regular food rau'ons. and privileges for their families and 

thcmsehes by using their positions of authority. Many rnight have k e n  hoping for long term 

advantages that mi& amive from the changes in the system such as hope for agrarian refom."' 

At the same time. joining the Germans in the fight might have involved a number of risks 

associated with the prosecutions that might corne from the pro-Soviet partisans- The Soviets 

systematicdly attempted to terrorize. penetrate and propagandize the a~uiliary police forces. The 

149 Ibid p. 103. - 9 
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Soviets saw in them a threat to their own war effort in two ways: first of al1 they removed 

manpower that could have ken available to fi&t the Gennans; and secondly, it strengthened the 

anti-partisan fighting force."' 

Some collaborators were driven by personai gain of any kind, whether moral, ideological, 

psychological or materiai. Kamenka O bserved that the phenornena of collaboration O ften 

involved an "enjoyment of [one's] own part in the activity, as a Tootballer might enjoy ninning 

and kicking, or the glory of being one o f  the winning team."'" Many who joined the Gemans as 

the auxiliary police were soon to be disappointed. as the Germans strictly regulatcd the amount of 

independence that they allotved the auuiliaq- police and al1 the other colIaborationist 

organizations. The majority- of coIIaborators were hoping to advance their oun goals with the 

German help, and not to do exactly what the Germans wanted them to do. This conflicteci with 

the German intentions, which, in the words of commissar Koch. were aimed at 'making the 

Ukrainians work for Grrmany? and not at making the people happy."lY 

An important aspect of collaboration process involved the role played in Ukraine and 

Belams by nationaiist organizations. These groups reaiized shortly d e r  the invasion that their 

hopes for complete or partial independence would not be satisfied by the invading army. Instead, 

they sought to gain certain advantages that would better the siruation in their respective temtory. 

"' - Ibid.. p. 58. 
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However. in this disappointing situation. the collaborationist leaders could not agee  on what 

would be the right course of  action. In L W n e ,  for rs'cample. two main approaches were already 

formed within the first weeks of the occupation. The first group consisted of radically and 

revolutio~ary-niinded nationalists. and called for presenting the Germans with conditions for 

Llkraine's participation in the muggle against Bolshevism. They were willing to fight on the 

German side in r e m  for bkraine's independence. The second approach were proposed by more 

moderate groups and cailed for participation without conditions. hoping that the acceptable 

solution can be fiund &er victory."' It is important to note that both groups did not question 

the decision to fight on the German side: the? only differed on as to what they could get out of it. 

The Germans forrned the auxiliary police as well as the indigenous administration system 

in the manner generally favourable to Ukninians. To an extent the Ukrainian policemen were 

given the power with which they could unofficially hams other nationalities. or use their 

position to gain additionai favours fiom the local population.'56 Though some steps were taken 

by the Germans throughaut the wat to stay in favour with those groups, they iejected many 

important nationdistic dernands conceming indrprndence or autonomy of their territory. This 

Furthered the disappointment in the Nazi ideas. and lowered m o d e  in the auxiliaty police forces. 

as well as prornpted de~ertions.''' Moreover. there were several groups of collaboraton in 

Ukraine with Russophile. yet anti-Soviet tendencies. Where they were able to hold importuit 

posts in German administration system. it heiped the Gerrnans to control the administration and 

15' Kosyk. pp. 103- 104. 
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awiliary police as a channel of nationalkt activity. Internai conflicts that were thus created, 

where the Ukninim police used their position to terrorise non-Ukrainians, including ethnie 

Russians. Poles, Jews and Gypsies. This also played in the han& of the Germans who could 

clairn that they were too preoccupied ~ith restoring order to WOW about the nationdistic 

demands of ~krainians."~ 

Schrrtzmannschaft units were very minerable to Soviet psyc hologicai wdare.  Though 

al1 the members of the collaborationist units were considered traitors. it was important for the 

Soviet government to anernpt to win them back. This was done not as much as to strengthen the 

Soviet partisan forces as to prevent the Germans From utilizing this source of r n a ~ ~ ~ o w e r . ' ~ ~  The 

Soviet government directed its propaganda campais at collaborators, stressing that therc would 

be no retribution for treason if the collaborztors returned to the Soviet side. OEEcial Soviet 

policy fiom 1942 was to give the traitors an opportunity to "expiate their rnistakesn by joining the 

partisans and proving thernselves in combat.lw 

Some partisans who attempted to join the German occupation forces pretended to be the 

opponents of the Soviet regime in order to conduct intelligence work, as well as conduct 

propaganda among the rnernbers o f  the aaui l iq  police units- By dohg so they served a dual 

purpose. On the one hand they were able to obtain the information on the workings of various 

German organizations, and place the infonnants in the awiliary police who could wam the 

partisans about any moves against thern. On the other. they could protect their own security by 

Armstrong, 1963, p. 217-218. 
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sneakuig in Eilse idormation about partisan movements in the a ~ a ' ~ '  Similar work was 

conducted among the local populace when the Soviet partisans were working in local 

communities in the attempts to create hostile attitudes towards the Germans arnong the civilian 

population of the occupied region According to the Gemian reports, the Soviets were quite 

successful in their actions, and were abie to diminish the effectiveness of the police forces that 

1 62 way. 

Soviet propaganda conducted among the au~iliary police fornations generally took the 

form of threats towards hem, thou& there are also appeais to their patnotism and consciousness. 

In retum ofcoming over to the partisan side they were offered parantees ofsafee to themselves 

and their farnilies: 

Corne to us and fi@ with us against the cornrnon enemy of the 
Russian people, the Germans. However, if you continue to fight 
against us in the future as you hae up to now. then a merciless 
judgement is waiting for you. if not today. then tomorrow, [and] if 
not tomorrow, then the &y a e r  tomorrow.'" 

Another type of the Soviet propaganda spread arnong the auxiliary police ranks involved appeals 

of those who collaùorated at the beginning of the war but later switched to the Soviet side. The 

Soviet agents stressed that partisans who repented of assisting the Germans would be humanely 

treated by Moscow. According to one account: 

AAer we had recogiized Our crime toward the fatberland. we 
decidrd to go to the partisans. At first we were afraid that the 
partisans would shoot us, but later we decided that it is better to be 

"' Wafdman, "German Use of Lndigenous Auxiliary Police in the ûccupied USSR, pp. 
60-6 1. 
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shot by the partisans than to rernain in the treacherous service and 
to kill our brothers, fathers, sisters, and mothers. W e  came with 
our weapons to the partisans and said: Do with us  whatever you 
wish. We shall no longer serve the Germans. The partisans 
scolded us  severely and said that they would give us an opporhmity 
to make up for our guilt by fighting againsi the ~ermans.'" 

Some of the appeds were made personally to the former cornrades of those who now joined the 

partisan side. These propaganda themes were constant and they seemed to have produced good 

results. At least part desertions that took place in the audiary forces cm be attributed to such 

propaganda;L'65 The Germans took many measures to counter such propaganda They used k i r  

own propaganda. stnct surveillance of the auxiliary police units through the employmrnt of the 

indigenous informen planted in the auxiliary uni&. dismissal and punishrnent of unreliable 

personnel. and retaliations qainst  the families of the deserters. One of the divisional orders, For 

example, demonstrates that: 

Farnilies of the 0D men who deserted to the partisans are as a 
principle to be arrested immediately and turneci over to the Secret 
Field Police. After screening them this [agency] will initiate action 
assigning them to the labour camp at Gomel unless they are shot as 
accomplices. Their entire property is to be ~ o ~ s c a t e d . ' ~ ~  

Towards the end of 1944 when the Grnnans began their retreat from the Soviet territos., 

this propaganda weakenrd. and those collaboraton who waited for too long ia juin the partisans 

were once again considered naitors and executed when captured. Under this pressure from the 

Soviet propaganda many co!!aborators becme even more disappointed with both sides of the 

conflict. Those who chose to stay and fight with Germany now knew al1 the ~ s k s  bat a return to 

166 Ibid., p. 70. - 
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the Soviet side might involve, At the same time. they were becoming increaçingly dissatisfied 

with the G e r m a ,  since their expectations of gaining long term advantages from cooperation 

with the invaders becme more and more d i s t i c .  as the occupiers were retreating and could 

not be helpful in any fa~hion.'~' There were several expressions of dissatisfaction with the 

situation a noticeable dedine in morale. and even upnsings and mutinies. This situation 

required fast reaction on the part of the Gemans. and it becarne one of the main reasons for the 

final reorganiration of al1 the Schttt,ï-mannschaft battalions, and their incorporation into the 

regular German m y .  Such a reorganization was used as a propaganda tool, dernonstrating that 

now. as the situation on the front was absolutcly dcsperate. the Germans were wil1ing to 

recogire the members of the a u u i l i q  police battalions almost as equals. and dlow them to 

fight side by side with the Gemans. On the other band. it also served as means of control, 

allowing the Gemans to amalgamate various ethnic units with the Germans, who wouId not 

share any of their nationdistic views, and would inform the command of any plans for rn~tin~.'~' 

In order to ensure full controt of the situation and to be certain that the colIaborators 

would not change loyalties while Bghting, the Eastern volunteers were utilized in the regular 

arrny mainly on the Western front. mat fieed the German troops to fight in the East. and 

detached the Soviet volunteers from their homeland. making them more controllable through 

un farnil iar surroundings and increased proPaganda 16' However. there still were the situations 

167 Thorwald, p. 189- 193. 
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where the cotlaborators were required to fight the people fiom their native villages or ruions, and 

many, especiaily the k s h  volunteers, refüsed to do so- Another dificulty that this transfer to the 

West created was that the collaborators now realized that they would gain nothing h m  theu 

cooperation with the Nazis, and tbat they had been cr'nsidered nothing more than mercenaries for 

Gennany. However, with the events towards the end of the war unfolding rapidly, they cou1d no 

longer demand any-thing. as the Germans had no way of satisfiing any dernands. They codd not 

switch to the Soviet side. and thus rnany sirnply continued to folIow the German orders out of 

desperation. since they had no other bener choice. Now they were rnerely trying to s u ~ v i v e . ' ~  

The auviliary police unis in the USSR were put in an ambiguous position by the 

circurnstances around them. On the one hand. they were struggling for survival in the conditions 

where their own Soviet governrnent freed itself of al1 the responsibility for its captured by the 

enemy citizens. At the same t h e  they played an important role for the Gerrnans during dl stages 

of the invasion. Despite numerous problems associated with the employment of the indigenou 

population, the Nazis made considerable gains h m  hiring the Eastern volunteers. Though the 

fuIl range of the uses of the collaborationist was not considered by the invders prior to the war, 

the auiliary police in the USSR by the end of the war grew into a significant and well-ttained 

force, which could be utilized for both conventional and unconventional rnethods of warfàre. I t  

allowed them to send more German troops to the front, and gave them a miiitary force members 

of which were familiar ~ i t h  the Iocd customs and conditions. For many of the colIaborators 

themselves. however, their wartime experience hirned out to be o bitter disappointment. By the 

170 Ibid p. 168-170. 
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end of the war they were put in the position where they knew they had nothing to gain h m  the 

Gennans any longer. but could not r e m  home because of their wartime activities. Having 

provided an ovewiew for the structure and organiïation of the Schutzmunnschofr banalions in 

general, it rernains to be seen what the specific experience of the Schuma units was. 
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IV. WAR TLME EXPERENCES OF THE SCHLITZ.Ctct~VXSCX4FT BATTALION 1 1 8 

Historians of the collaborationist forces during the Second Wodd War have 1argeIy 

focused on their confusion and disappointment- As a result. both Soviet and Western 

historiographies have denounced the coIlaborators as traitors and crimids. and condemned them 

for al1 their actions during the war. It is hard to deny that the rnembers of the indigenou 

auxiliary police committed war crimes against civilians during their service for the occupation 

authonties. However, one should also consider the circumstances in which many of those people 

found themselves at the begiming of the war. and related motivation on their part in order to 

fully understand the phenornenon of collaboration. Although these circumstances would in no 

way absolve the Schutzrnannschafi nembers tkom the responsibilities for the crimes cornmitteci. 

they mi& help us understand the history of occupation in more detailed and nuanced ternis. For 

that purpose. a case srudy of the Sch~irzmnnschafi battalion I 1 8- aiso known as Ubainian 

Schuma. may provide a k t te r  insight into the issue and expfain severai aspects of collaboration. 

M a y  Ukrainians who joined the Schutzmannschaft battalions were former prisoners of 

war. tnitially the POWs were subjeted to the most brutal treatment. and numemus categaries of 

them were esterminated. A month after the invasion, POWs of Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian 

and Ukrainian nationalities were recognized as more diable, as a resuIt of their ideological 

disagreements with the Soviet govemment. and theu conespondingly nationalistic hopes for the 

independence of their statcs. Some of them were freed by the Nazis for economic reasons. and 

were utilized in order to assure that dl the n e c e s s q  deliveries were received by the occupying 
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army. However, even those groups were to be kept d e r  very close survei11ance."' 

The executions and exterminations of some Soviet POWs afXected those who survived, 

and by 1942, the increased wiilingness of  the Gerrnans to utilize the indigenous population for 

their service coincided with the desperate wish of many Soviet POWs to survive. From this, 

enlismient either in the Schutzmannscha~ battalions or into the eastern legions won f o l l o ~ e d . ' ~  

Thc first order creating indigenous milit- units was issued on October 6. 194 1. and dlowed 

formation of the first Cossack unit intended to combat partisans. Following that the invaders 

went on forming several other units, enlisting non-Russian Soviet POWs. By the beginning of 

i 942 employmtint of PO Ws for anti-partisan duties becarne a %ide-spread practice. In total 

about 300.000 dischargeci POWs were enlisred into Geman-run security 

The auxiliary police recruited from the POWs were tiiated differendy than the locally 

recruited battalions. According to the study of the German occupation records conductcd by 

Waldman. those who enlisted in their locale were ofien motivated by the need for the 

prese~at ion of order and protection in their area and did not want to be removed h m  their 

families. These volunteers had the privilege of king stationed close to their homes. The 

Germans on a number of occasions stressed that the auxiliary police were mainly doing the 

service to iheir own communities. and not working for the invaders."' However. the situation in 

which the POWJ fomd themselves was very dit'ferent. They joined battalions in order to 

171 Kosyk. pp. 111-145. 

'72 W.. pp. 144. 

1 i l  Schulte. pp. 204-206. 

"' Waldman, "German Use of  Indigenous Auxiliary Police in the Occupied USSR", p. 
58. 
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survive, and for the most part came From various areas near and far. They were not united into 

groups by ideologica] considerations, places of birth oid kinship. or any other reasons. Thus the 

assignment of these men to their place of origin for service presented numerous difficulties. 

L n d d  it was a practicdly impossible task to accomplish. Moreover. they were least likely to 

disagree with German orders. since in rnany cases the service to the invaders was the only way 

for the POWs to survive. Therefore. it was easier and more acceptable to trcat thcm merely as 

mercenaries and send them to any area that was in most need of rnanpower-'75 

The core of one such battalion- the Schu~zmannschu$ 1 18, was formed in Poland at the 

beginning of 1947. it was compiled of young Soviet officers who pnor to the war had 

cornpleted the course of offrcer training in a ver). short tirne, as the Soviet army despentely 

needed a replacement officer core. One of the Ubainian units was led by the nationdisr leader 

Wainatsky. This particular uni: was moved from Eastern Poland to Kiev. where it was 

dis bandeci, and i ts  mem ben were distri buted into other Schu~zmunnschu~ bandions. There 

the battalions had undergone further structural reorganization. The German comrnand took 

several mesures to make the rnembership in the Schutzrnannschu~ units more attractive to their 

rnembers, and to ensure their loyalty. These measures rnainly derilt with the âssignment of 

privileges to the various groups within the Schutzmamchufi battalions. For example. on 

October 9. 1942. directives werc issued giving special privileges to the rnembers of the Schurnu 

United States Holocaust Mernorial Museum Research Institute Archives, (HMM), 
Sara Rosianski Donation - Selected Records h m  the Belants Centrai State Archives, 
reel3, fond 359, opis 1, folder 3, p. 4- 
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who spoke Geman and were considered especially loyal to the in va der^.'^ 

Ln Kiev, two large battaiions, 115 and 118, were formed, which consisted rnainly of 

ethnic Ukninians. These new formations were subsequently tnnsferred to Belarus, under 

command of von dern Bach, who was given the charge of anti-partisan operations in the occupied 

eastern territories on October 73. 1942."' At this time the Germao and collaborationist rniliw~y 

strcngth in BeIanis was estirnated to be 160 thousand men in regular service. That did not 

include those units that were on a number of occasions temporarily transferred fiom the !?ont or 

h m  the orher territories to Belarus to aid in the anti-guenlla . ~ r n i ~ ~ l e . " ~  Von dern Bach was 

able to consolidate the anti-partisan forces bu March. 1943. and had a variety of resources 

availabtc: to him, He had one SS division, Dierktvanger special battaiion, aviation unit. 5 police 

platoons. 19 police battalions. as well as gendarmerie, local police unit and other special groups 

at his d i ~ ~ o s a l . ' ~ ~  

At this time. partisan activities began to cause serious problerns to the Germans. and the 

Sghting continued with firrceness and brutaliq on both sides. The Gerrnan command saw this 

as s serious problem and felt that the terrns of the anti-guerilla fighting in the occupied USSR 

needed to be clearly stated. In 1943 it issued the order that was to resolve any confusion as to the 

conduct of h e  Geman and cofIaborationist soldiers in these conditions. The order explained that 

l n  - Ibid.. fond 359. opisl. folder 3, p. 7. 

178 m.. fond 359. opis 1. folder 3. p. 5. 

179 K Y ~ ~ M W H ,  A. T., Bcesiapo~~arr 6opb6a B ~ J ~ O P Y C C H H  C'fDOTHB H ~ M ~ I J K O - ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ H C T C K H X  
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l m  P.9 ibid t.2, p. 33. 
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the Geman command was notified of the incidents where the Gerrnan soldiers were initidly 

punished for their extnordinary violent behaviour during the anti-partisan operations. It M e r  

claimed that in the temtory of the U S S R  the partisans wsre mainly "cornmunist trained fanatics 

who are ready to use any kind of bruralities.""' Therefore, the Gerrnan command considered this 

to be a life and death strqgIe, and had nothing to do with the so-called proper war conduct or the 

Geneva convention agreements. Thus. Crom now on the army was given the right to use al1 the 

mems necessary in this struggle, including the right to punish civilians. as long as it led to 

suc~ess.'~* The soldiers were urged not to feeI any compassion towards the enerny, and it was 

ordered that 

No German participating in anti-partisan stmggle should be 
disciplined or subjected to a tribunal for his actions while fighting 
the partisans or theu supporters. 
Cornmanders of the unis participating in the stmggle with the 
partisan bands are responsible for notibing al1 the officers and 
their lawyers irnmediately and in convincing fom about this order. 
No sentence be issued in contradiction to this order.Ig3 

This order thus set the conditions of anti-partisan tighting, and many of the actions that were 

taken by the Geman and collaborationist soldiers in the course of their operations in the 

occupied East were determined by it. 

In the fotlowing month the Germans were engaged in the recnritment and extensive 

training of the new bandions. They mainln enlisted people from the ranks of labourers. The 

training of the batlalions took place rnaidy in the 0utskirt.s of Kiev, where the older rnemben. 

'" p.9 Ibid p. 65. 

'*' - lbid.. p. 66. 
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both Gennan and W n i a n .  superviseci the new recruits. As a result of al1 the preparations. the 

Schuma 1 18 consisted of three companies, armed mainly with captured Soviet weapons. They 

also possessed additional artillery, mortar, and heavy machine gun platoons. The ükminians 

wore former Latvian and Lithuanian military uniforms, and the Gennan members of the battalion 

wore green police uniforms. '" 
h December of 1942, Schuma 1 18 was transferred, by train, to Minsk. For the first three 

weeks afier their arrivd they were engaged in repairing the barracks where they were supposed to 

be quartered. They also were £king the roads in the area to improve the communication lines 

between various posts. Following that. anti-partisan operations became their main task. 

The first axa of operation of the Schrrcrnannschufi 1 18 in Belarus was in and amund 

Pleshchenicy. The battlion moved there, and upon their arrivai buik barracks and w d e d  the 

road and main important communication points in t ~ \ * n . ' ~ ~  This region becarne their base of 

opentions for the period until mid-1943. Following that the banalion began moving towards the 

Berezina area later actively participating in such major operations as ~ o t i b u s . ' ~ ~  Their next 

opcration point becarne the area north of Novogrudok, where the banalion was stationed until the 

beginning of 1943. In 1944 under the pressure o f  the advancing Red Amy.  the Germans begm 

retreatinç irom the occupied masi of the USSR. The Schut=mannschufr memben realized the 

consequences they would have to face for their actions during the w u  if they stayed in the USSR 

'" HMM, fond 359. opis 1, folder 6. p. 1 2  

Ig5 -a* Ibid fond 365, opis 1, folder 5, p. 9, 15. 
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and tried to r e m  to their homes. They had no choice but to retreat with the ~ermans.'" For the 

most part, though the rnembers of the C%-uinirrn Schum were far sepcuated 6om their birùl 

areas and, therefore, were employed by the invaders merely as mercenaries. Thus. they behaved 

accordingly. Their main motives during the war were survival and in some cases, ambitions of a 

rnilitary career in the German army: not protection and securie of their comrnunities as many 

later claimed. lg8 

Placed under the general comrnand of von dem Bach the unit was created for anti- 

partisan warfare only, and thus was trained accordingly. However. the Schurnu mernbers also 

had to help meet the growing need for the local police personnel. On several occasions the unit 

conducced generai policino, hc t ions  in local communitirls in cooperation ~ i t h  the Gendarmerie 

units that were stationed in their area When it was necessa., the Schurmannschafr battalions 

were subordinate to the local Ordnungdiemt un i s  to cany out these funct ion~. '~~ 

However. there were onfy a few incidents when the C/ibainian S&uma had to cany out 

police duties. Most of the t ime the Schucmonnschafr 1 1 8 was involved in the task it was trained 

for: anti-guerilla fighting. There existed a myth that the Soviets were extensively planning for 

guerilla warfare prior to the invasion. Many Gemans beIieved that there was a comection 

between Comrnunism and guerilla warfare. Moreover, in Russia there was a strong partisan 

tradition that could be traced back to the war with NapoIeon- Partisan tactics phyed an imponant 

role during the Civil War of 19 18- 1910 in newly formed Soviet Rusia Russian revolutions 

187 Sèe Appendix 1. 

188 HMM, fond 359, opis 1, foldcr 5, p. 3. 

'" --- lbid food 359, opis 1, folder 5, pp. 16-19. 
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provided the people with txperience in conspiracy and underground work. Therefore. the 

invaders rightIy anticipated that upon the invasion they would have to encounter unconventionai 

forces and not only the regular amy.'* In the reality. there is not enough evidence to mggm that 

the Soviet govemrnent devised any sort of comprehensive plan for partisan warfare in the regicrr?. 

Even if such plans existed. they would have k e n  kept secret because a suggestion that the 

govemrnent might need to empIoy guenlIas in the course of war would undermine their belief in 

the srrength of the Soviet A m y ,  which would thereby have a demoralizing effect on the 

popu~ation.'91 

Partisan forces were also undergoing a number of developments during 1 94 1 - 1942- 

Despite the realization h t  partisan warfare in the USSR was a very real possibility. the Gemans 

overestimated their stren-&. and did not dedicate enough Geman forces to tight the partisans. 

In the occupied temtories. German units mainly played a directing and supporting d e .  The 

main burden of anti-guedla fighting was laid upon the indigenous units. The ernployment of 

local collabontors in thrse operations had somr obvious advantages, since the indigenous men 

knew the terrain and were better able to establish many local contacts. However. at the sarne 

time this made the anti-guerilla forces more vulnerable to partisan propaganda. Also, many 

akx i l iq  police members had their families in the areas under partisan control. and could be 

influenced thmugh that. This situation ohen resulted in instability and desenions. and definitely 

'90 Armsîrooogg, 1964, pp. 10-1 5. 
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lowered the effectiveness of the anti-partisan forces.'" 

The partisans in the USSR were supposed to conduct a "small war"in order to slowIy 

damage the occupying forces. Their tactics included attacks on isolated Ge- instdlations and 

units. disruption of communications. and sabotage of military facilities. in addition to ht, 

partisans conducted an extensive propaganda campai@ to win the support of the local population 

and dernoralize the e n e ~ n ~ . ' ~ '  Unlike the partisans of the Russian Civil War. the Soviet partisans 

of the Second World War were much better supplied and organized. Though the deliveries were 

irregular. the Soviet command supplied the partisans with weapons and equipment fiom the air. 

Tke partisans w r e  able to publish their propagananda materiais since diey were supplied with 

printing presses and had nearïy always regular paper deliveries.'% Radio transrnitten that were 

used by the partisans also played an important role in the guerilla fighting, since it provided a 

co~ec t i on  with the centre. and gave necessaq information about the situation at the front. This 

helped strengthen partisan morale. Also. the radio tryisrniners helped communications beiween 

various partisan dinsions during the major ~ ~ e r a t i o n s . ' ~ ~  In response to th* the main 

techniques of the German anti-partisui warfare involved the use of small high1y trained units 

who infiltratcd the forests where the partisans were established, The Germans aiso put much 

effort into the maintenance of strong-points to guard main communication lines. Periodically 

I C ) l  Ibid.. pp- 27-28. - 

I9'Ibid - - Y  pp. 14-15. 

'" Almirno. p. 290. 
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they engageci in large-scalc afir ts  to enckcle a;:d comb the partisan Forest stmngholds.'% Along 

with these tactics. the Germans engaged in numerous anti-civilian opentions. They believed that 

the disruption of @cultual production would stame the partisans. T'us many fields were 

destroyed. cattle confiscated and villages burnt Horrible atrocities were committed against 

women children and the elderly. in the end, this tactic backnred as it caused the Germans to 

lose support of the local population. Towards 1943 the local inhabitants increasingly refused to 

cooperate with the occupiers and supported the '" 

Overall. the ami-partisan warfare, conducted by Gcrman directed indignous mirs, was 

able to inflict sigificant damage on the local population and on the economy of the occupied 

region. However, in order CO cause any senous disruption in the partisan movement the main 

targets needed to be the partisan leadership cadres, since the rank and fiIe guenllas codd be 

indefinitely replaced. This objective was never achieved by the invaders. Thus their anti- 

partisan tactics in the occupied USSR were not highly effe~tive.'~' 

In 1943 the Schutzmannschafr 1 18 battalion was engaged mainly in anti-partisan combat. 

It participated in somr major operations conducted by the Germans as  well as in several minor 

engagements with the partisans operating in the area around Pleshchenicy. One of their fmt 

encounten with the partisans took place on January 6. 1943 in the village of Khrnelevichy. It 

was a successfiil encounter For the Schurna side. since there were no loses reported as a result of 

this opention. Following the engagement, the battalion searched die village and Found arms and 

'% Armstrong. 1964. pp. 27-29. 

197 m., pp. 30-3 1. 

'" - Ibid., pp. 38-39. 
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ammunition in ten homes. These houses were burnt down. and zveral other viere ~ o o t e d , ' ~ ~  

This was Iater esbblished as a general practice. UsuaHy the villages suspected of havùig a 

connection with the partisans were to be looted and burned as "punishrnentn for subversive 

activities. This strategy was d s o  treated as a propaganda tool, and such incidents were reporteci 

in the occupation newspapers as an exampfe of what wodd happen to those who would want to 

aid partisans in the future? 

Upon arriva1 into an area, the Ukrainian Schlcma was faced with partisan attacks which 

could not always be rebuffed. In fact, the partisans' successfùl attacks were so nurnerous that the 

situation in the region was oRen dcscribcd as "serious and needing special attention"."' Afier 

additionai gendarmerie stations were added in Pleshchenicy, the situation stabilized by mid- 

Febmaq. and the nurnber of encounters initiated by the partisans decreased. At that point, the 

Schutzmannschaft members mainly engaged in search missions for partisans.20' 

However. when the partisans felt that they had the advantage over the Sc.huma. they 

continued attacking separate smaller groups o f a u ~ i l i q  police. For example, on F e b r u q  17. 

1942. Schutzrnannschafi patrol consisting of 80 policemen was attacked by 120 partisans in 

Zarechye. As a result ten Schumu manben were killeb and two of them were r n i ~ s i n ~ . ' ~ ~  Such 

indications of the partisan abilities to confiont the police battalions usually played a damaging 

- - - -- - 
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role on the m o d e  of the population. The people often tumed their sympathies to the partisan 

side when they received the news of the losses t h t  the occupiers had suffered. For exampIe. 

afier the incident described above, Schurna 1 18 was forced to leave behind a nurnber of i t s  

members who were wounded. When the unit mernbers retumed for their men. they discovered 

that al1 those le fi behind were shot and stripped of their clothing and weapons. FolIowing that 

the local villagers openly supplied the partisans with food and clothing. The Zarechye 

engagement made the Gerrnans very cautious. rince they realized that the local inhabitants were 

unlikely to cooperate with them in the long nin. Following the incident they only passed 

through that village in the day time. othemise they avoided it al1 t~~eetheer.''~ 

The reports during the tesr of January, F e b w  and November of 1943 indicate that the 

battalion was rnainly engaged in minor encounters with the partisans in the area involving From 

30 to 90 Schumu members. The reports tend to indicate that the German side won most of the 

victor ie~. '~~ This information. however, should b e  approached criticdly, since it is known that 

many German reports were inflated as they made their way From the lowest executive organs to 

the higher comrnand. The numbers that are given can be inacc~ra te?~  However. Lhrse records 

also indicated that some operations resulted in partisan victories. and damages were infiicted on 

Schuma rnembers. For instance. the report on Febniary 17. 1943 indicated that the guerillas 

succeeded in disrupting the telephme communications bctween the Schutzmunmchufr posts for 

several months. There were also several instances when Schurnu was sent on search missions 

'O1 - .  bid fond 359. opis 1. folder 4, p. 9. 

Ibid.. fond 359, opis 1, folder 4, pp. 7- 14. - 

'" Reitlinger, p. 448. 
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and failed to find any partisans at dl- The report on ~Warch 19, 1943 also indicares the successfirI 

partisan disruption of telephone c~mmunicarions."~ 

This situation caused hrher IOSS of support and control over the local population. The 

records of the Schurzrnannscha! battalion 1 18 indicate that the local people were so intimidated 

by the partisans that they refuçed to cooperate with the occupiers in their anti-partisan operations. 

However. it should be noted b a t  the brutaiity with which the occupying forces carried 

thernselves in the region might have k e n  an imprtant factor causing such a state of afhin.'08 I f  

the situation seemed to stabilize in Febnrary, by ,Varch there were again indications of active 

partisan warfâfe in the area The partisans seemed to be more successh1 than the invaders in 

gaining the support of the local population. This enabied them to find food supplies and 

establish bases of operation. In fact, at times the circumstances in which the anti-guerilla fighters 

found themselves were desperate and the mernkrs of the Sch~t~mannschafr were forced to seek 

help from other auui l iq  police units. For exarnple, on Ivlarch IOI 1943 the Schuma requested 

assistance. so one cornpany of the Didewanger Battalion was sent to help h e m  out.'OV 

The coopention between various Geman and collaborationist uni& proved to be 

relativelu effective on the occupied Belanissian territory. as well as in other republics. Therefore. 

efforts were made to increase the number of undertakings whcre various anti-partisan units were 

fighting together. In the spnng of 1943 the larger anti-partisan operations began to play a major 

role in the actions of the Schurrrnunnschuft 1 18 battalion, These operations involved other units 

'O7 HMM. fond 339. opis 1, folder 4, p. 22. 

'O8 - ibid.. fond 359, opis 1, folder 6, p. 16. 

'O9 p.7 tbid fond 359, opis 1, folder 6, p. 11. 
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and battalions, and were carefully planned out, as opposed to the srnail-scale search missions in 

which the Schuma members were participating up to that point. Several of those operations were 

conducted in conjunction with. and -ander cornand of, the Dierlewanger unit. as well as other 

Ordumgdiemt battalions."O 

The Dierlewnager battdion was fomed in Krakow in 1942 and was solely cornfiseci of  

German convicted cnminals. including its commander, Oskar Dieriewanger. nie regiment was 

known for its cruelty towards civilians. They forced women and childrer. in the occupied 

territories to clear the mine fields. and commined many other actions that were considered 

"e'tcessesn even in the German comrnand. The Generalkommissar for Belarus Wilhelrn Kube 

once pointed out that "the Battalion Dierkwunger especially has a reputation for destroying 

many human l i~es ."~" Furthemore, on a number of occasions Kube stressed his disgust wi th the 

brutalities qainst both civilians and partisans that were conducted by ükrainian. Belanssian, 

Rwian  and Lithuanian au~iliaries.~" In early 1943 Rosenberg cornplained to Himmler that the 

indiscriminate buming of Belanissian and Cikrainian villages actualty worked against the 

Germans. It providad the enemy with excellent propaganda matenal, which the partisans used 

very  effective^^?'^ However. Dierlewanger and his banalion had very powerfù1 protectors in the 

high comrnand and were able to continue on with their brutal rneth~ds?'~ 

"O W.. fond 359. opis 1, folder 5. pp. 6-7. 
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While operaùng under the cornmand of the Dierkwanger battalion. Sch~zrnannschoft 

11 8 members, in m y  cases, accepted more brutal methods for deaIing with civilians and the 

captured partisans. In some cases they were ordered to be more ferocioüs to the civilians than 

they normally ~ e r e . ~ "  But it is not clear if that was always the case. The Ukrainien Schumn 

members might have been unusually crue1 in some instances in order to gain certain privileges or 

to advance their career in the Geman army.2'6 In either case, cooperation with the Dierlewonger 

battaiion had an effect on the actions of the Schurzmannschaft 1 18 members. 

By the end of biarch 1943 it became necessary to undertake more serious anti-partisan 

measures in the area of Plsshchenicy in order for the Gemans to ksep the stronghold of the 

region becciuse die partisan movement continued gaining the strength. The gendarmerie stations 

and police battalions sent there as support were not able to keep up with the growing guerilla 

âctions and needed M e r  assistance. B y that tirne- partisan activity began to Vary beyond open 

warfxe. as they began to employ more active propziganda rnethods, since they received their 

supplies fiom the Soviet cornmand. They also began a so-cded "rail war", successfMy 

destroying German communication systems al1 over the occupied USSR. The rail war is 

considered one the most successhl partisan achievements since it significantly disrupted the 

rnovement of German troops. and inflicted significant losses on the enemy army. In order to 

conduct the "rail war" the partisans needed to establish the base of opentions in major towns 

where the! could find a supply of explosives. Also- they needed a developed intelligence 

215 MM. fond 359, opis 1. folder 5,  pp. 12-18. 

2'6 Wddman, 'Geman Use of indigenous Auxiliary Police in the Occupied USSR", p. 
19. 
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network in order to plant the explosives in the most crucial Geman communication points?17 

The Germans believed that the preparations for "rail war" operations were conducted in t o m s  

and could be uncovered if proper police surveillance of the most important points was 

established. In view of these developments, S'chut-manmhafi 1 18 was placed under the authority 

of the local Pleshchenicy 0rdnz.mgspolizei with whom they were supposed to work together in 

upcoming major anti-partisan operations."* 

While operating in the region, the Sc.hutmannschfi 1 18 unit became involved in one of 

the Gerrnan undertaking that becarne enpined  in the war mernories of the Belanssian people 

as a whole. One of the important incidents in the Belarussian historiography of the Soviet period 

was the fate oFthe village, Khatyn. which was burned down with al1 its inhabitants In the post- 

war Soviet Union this place was turned into a mernorial cornplex. which was ment  to symbolize 

al1 the other villages that were burned to the ground, and serve as a rerninder of al1 the horrible 

crimes committed by Gcrmans on Soviet land. The mernorial lefi a tremendous impression on 

those who had seen it ,  and provoked the feelings of outraged anger among tcie BeIarussians, who 

lost one out of e v e l  four citizens in the war. 

People from neighbouring villages and h m  Far away stop by the 
figure of the man petrified with grief and rage and holding his child 
in his weak-ended arms; they see scores of ash-grey chimneys, 
which. like bell-towers. give forth a metdlic ringing. The peals of 
the beils are sharp and brief like suppressed pain. Paved black 
paths, as if made from tomb Stones. lead to Stone gates ihat are 
open forever, and to the taIl dark belltower chimneys on which the 
names of former villagers have been e n p v e d  ... Kminsky.  
Kaminskaya Karninskaya.. Yaskevich, Yaske\ich, Yaskevich ... 
I o k  Iotka. Io tka... Novitsky, Novitskaya ... 50 years old, 32.3 1, 

"8 HM, fond 359, opis 1. folder 5, p. 11. 
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17. 12.3, 1. 1. 1 .., Children, so many children among the 
killed ...2'9 

Soviet history textbooks present the incident in a marner depicting the Gemans as suddenly 

arriving and buming the place to the gound.=* in a movie made after the war about Khatyn. al1 

the sotdiers buming the village speak strictly Gesman. The main stress was put on the crime 

itself. the operation was presented with an obvious b i s -  without taking into consideration the 

multitude of important factors of this event. In particular, it was never mentioned that the 

atrocities were cornrnitted by former Soviet citizens who were collaborating s i th  the German 

m u .  and not singlehandedly by the Germans. Most Belanissian visitors to the Khatyn mernorial 

cornplex never realized the event in dl its rntirety. Soviet authorhies realized that any reveiation 

suggesting that the place was destroyed by collabontors who were Soviet citizens from a 

neighbouring republic, might be dangerous for a rnulti-national Soviet. Thetefore. the mon 

important task of the Soviet propaganda machine in this situation was to condemn the Germans 

for their crimes. and avoid at al1 cos& al1 the information that might spark a conflict between 

various ethnic groups of the USSR."' 

In 1980. the investigation conducted by prominent Belanissian writen Ales Adamovich, 

Yanlia BryI'. and Vladimir Kolrsnik culminated in the publication of their book. Out of the Fire. 

This book was based on interviews with the survivors of K h a p  and other Belanissian villages 

with similar faith. resulting in the kginnings of a new perspective on this rvent. For the fint 

time the Soviet people were able 

Adamovich, Bryl. and 

x0 K y x m m ,  t. 2 p. 32. 

to see the events through the eyes of those who lived through 

Kolesnik, p. 399. 
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this horror. Though the book had undergone strict censorship. the stories ihat were told put 

human faces on the events and explaineci more about those who suffered through it, The book 

was the first to indicate that some of the people in the German unifonn were not ody speaking 

German. The people interviewed normally referred to the intniders aç 'the Gemans", however. 

many stated that they had conversatjons with the auxiliary police members in their own 

laquage." 

With the new documentation that is available, it is dear that the major@ of the 

participants of the operation were b?uainjan coilaborators. This brings out several issues. 

including the utter destruction of the Sovict propaganda myth of .th2 brotherhood of  the nations." 

A t  the same time. the deeds of the Schtrtmunnschufr 1 18 in the village of Khaqn might not have 

an ything to do with the Ulirainians turning against the Belamsians. The main point was that the 

peop!e in German service were fidl participants in German crimes, and as such were directly and 

equally involved, and bear the same responsibility for this action as the Germans themselves. 

The pretext for the buming of Khatyn is indicated in the report dated March 22. 1943- 

The Gerrnan commander of Schuma 1 18 Woelke travelled south on the Pleshchenicy highway 

with an escort. They were ambushed near Guba at the break of the telephone line they had gone 

to repair and four members, including commander Woelke, were ki1led. The Germans called for 

assistance. captured everyone they found in the are* and engageci in fights against the partisans. 

The pursuit of the partisans took the Schutimannschufr 1 18 and Geman Company of 

Dirrkivunger Battalion to the village of Khatyn. Though there is no indication bat the villages 

- - 

"' Kuzmenko, p. 1 O 1 .  

" Adamovich, Bryl, and Kolesnik. p. 40 1, pp. 4 10-1 1 1, p.42 1. 
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thernselves were supporters of the partisans. the Gemms assumed that they were guilty, since 

the partisans were leading their "fire-fight" from that village. Prior to the inciden& the village 

w a  considered to be unimportant, and the Germans did not even have any forces stationed there- 

The village then was capnired and destroyedm The villagers were gathered in the barn, their 

clothes tom off. and the barn then was set on f ie .  The doors were opened. but those who tned to 

escape were shot down by the machine guns. Iosif losifovich Kamùisky, one of the survivon of 

the Khatyn horror described: 

They had herded so many people in there that it was irnpossibie to 
breathe. you couldn't so much as raise your a m .  People were 
screarning- and the childrcn worst of al1 - naturally. thcrc were so 
many of us  and we were al1 scared to death. Hay was stored there 
in the shed, and straw, for the cattie. So they set fire to it from the 
roof. The eaves were burning, sparks were showenng down on 
people's heads, the hay and straw caught fire and people began to 
suffocate, we were so cramrncd together there was nothing to 
breathe. No air.z4 

Following this the battalion continued to engage in separate fights with the partisans. The 

reports gnerally lin losses on both sides. showing that neither the Schvmo 1 18 nor the partisans 

could gain significmt advantage in the area over the course of April. 1943. There were dso a 

number of cases when the partisans and their equipment were captured. Having problems with 

supplies, the capnired equipment was gladly utilized by the auxiliary police members. The 

captu& men w m  carcfully questioned. and on the basis of the evaluation we, s rtli.;i siw c2; 

communists or sent to the labour camps and utilized for economic purposes.m 

'U HMM. fond 359, opis 1, folder 5, p. 12. 

'" Adarnovich, Bryl, and Kolesnik, p. 3. 

" HMM, fond 359, opis 1, folder 5, p. 16. 
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The fiequency of partisan achvities demonstrated that the partisan forces in the ares of 

Pleshchenicy grew sigrllficantly. and afkted the relations between the civiIian population and 

the occupien. The local inhabitants were now becoming miscnistfuI of anything Gennan, as the 

reports indicate. due to the t h . &  by the partisans.n6 The Schutzmanmchcifi force therefore was 

strengthened by adding local men to the force.u7 

During same penod major anti-partisan operations took place. On April7. 1943 it 

participated in operation Lenz-Soufh. and from the 17 until the 22 of April in a major anti- 

partisan seep known as Zauberfloete. On A p d  28 and May 2 the Schutzmannschafi 1 1 8 unit was 

a part of anti-partisan opsrations Druirfgaenger ! and Drazlfgoeengerl? r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ . ' ~ ~  During 

this tirne the Schurzmannschuff 11 8 was given a code name Feuer. It is interesting to note that 

the non-Gemans participating in the operations only knew the operation titles for its length. For 

example, the Dmufguenger II was known to the (Ikrainian &huma members as the "ten-day 

operation". Not al1 the units in the course of these operations were involved in significant 

fighting. In many cases several units were only encountered with a few partisans. and the 

outcorne of some of the operations did not have an impact on the distribution of influence 

between the partisans and the Germans in the regionaU9 

On May 10 the unit was ordered to retum to their base in Pleshchenicy. and five days 

later they were ordered to proceed to Lagoisk. There it was to be prepared to work with 

'lb - Ibid.. fond 359, opis 1. folder 5, p. 14. 

2'7 - Ibid.. fond 359, opis 1, folder 5, p. 18. 

"' m.. fond 359, opis 1, folder 5,  p. 18. 

729 Golubovich, pp. 13-1 6. 
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Dierlewanger Battalion and German O ficer Wilke as Kommandogruppe II in O p e d o n  

~ o t r b u r . ~ ~  It was the largest combined yiu-paaisan operation of the war. It was commandeci by 

von Gottberg. and employed 16,662 men from the SS police, the Army and the Lufmu@e units.')' 

During this operation the Gerrnans were able to inflict h-vy losses on the partisans, estimating 

that 4.500 were killed. In addition to that 5.000 "suspects" were eliminated, indicating the loss 

that was inflicted on the civilian Despite these losses the efkctiveness of this 

operation proved to be very small, since a few weeks after the operation was completd the 

partisans were as strong as ever. instead of going on the search missions for the gueril las, the 

units participatin: in the operation made their tarpts the people that they could easily find - the 

civilians. The military damage. therefore was relatively unimportant, and despite the reports of 

success to the centre. the operation did not bring the desired result - to damage the enemy 

rnilitarily.'-" The methods that were rmployed by the anti-partisan units during the course of this 

operation provoked a stom of protests from the German civil administration of the region. 

Generalkomrnissar Kube descnbed Cottbus as "a sorry picture of senseless destmction".lw He 

M e r  concluded that "if the treatment of the native population in the occupied eastem areas is 

continued in the same manner ... then in the coming winter we may expect not partisans. but the 

"O HMM. fond 359. opis 1. folder 5. p. 2 1. 

"' Cooper. p. 156. 

232 Ibid.. p. 156. - 

233 . .  Ibid p. 156. 

*" Mulligan, p. 142. 
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revolt of the entire c ~ u n t r ~ . ~ * ~  

During stage one of f i s  operation the battalion was involved in Iooting and buming 

villages hoping to eliminate the partisans or those who were in contact with guerilIas. The 

reports indicate, however, that the unit had few encounters with the partisans. Their 

engagements were rnainly with the civilian population that was suspected to be in contact with 

guenllas. For example, on May 20. 1943, two of the Schut=rnanmchufi battaiion mem ben were 

killed as they were passing through a rnined bridge near the village Novo Vileika The battalion 

then searched and looted homes in the village. forcing c i v i h n s  to hide in the forest which in 

tum caused the battalion to comb the area and force the t.ilIaers back into the village by using 

their dogs. The civilians were then sorted and either sent back to Pieshchenicy as labourers or 

bumed in a barn in the village."6 On the rest of the marc h the Schuma mernbers foughr looted 

and seized f3rm animals and supplies where possiblc. By May 28. 1943. Schuma 1 18 took up 

position in Beresina area, and the next day was ordered to retum to Pleshchenicy. At the end of 

the stage 1 of Operation Cottbus. Schuma 1 1 8 had to de fend itself from a massive partisan attac k. 

Following that, on June 5 it was ordered to move towards Novopdok area on foof where it 

mived  on June 3.1. 

Upon -val. the unit was subordinated to KumpLirppe Koemer for participation in the 

anti-partisan operation Hermann in the Novognidok-Stolbcy area and then in h e  Neman and 

Naliboki forese. On July 1 j it proceeded to the Naliboki forest to take its position in the 

"' - fiidid.. p. 143. 

*j6 HMM, fond 359, opis 1, folder 6, p. 34. 
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upcoming operation."' The operation was successfül. since German forces were clearly niperior 

and the partisans could not stand up to them. The Soviet side urged the partisans not to engage 

the enemy in open battle, bu many of the guerilla fighters r e k d  to remain passive and 

atternpted to set several arnbushes. However, they were discovered and destroyed due to the 

impressive intelligence network that the Gemans were able to establish in the area of operation. 

Numerous spies were reporting the infamation to the Gemans. making it completely impossibIe 

for the inferior partisan forces to resist. Seved  of the spies even discovered the hiding p!aces of 

BeIarussian and Jewish civilians and reported them to the Germans. The Schutzrnunnschafi f 1 8 

participated in the uncovering and the subsequrnt destruction of one of the Jewish hiding places 

on July 26. 1943.')~ In the report about Operation Hrnnun. the Germans clairned that thry 

inflicted even more casualties on the partisan forces than during the operation Cottbus. The 

Soviet historiogaphy. however. denied the fact that the partisans suffered much darnage during 

this operation. Since the partisans were informeci in advance about the size of operation Herman 

they in many cases avoided the Germans. and dius were able to preserve their men@, and 

prcvent unnecessary civilian deaths, by avoiding contacts with the local populaton.s9 

M e r  the operation Hermann was complete, the Schurnu was stationed in Novogrudok, 

and took part in mti-partisan fighting in the Naliboki forest areo. On August 3 1. 1943, it was 

137 - lbid.. fond 359. opis 1, folder 6, p. 36. 

238 Tec, Nechama. &fiance - The Bielski Partisans: The Story of the Largest Arrned 
Rcscue of Jews by Jews During World War II. (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1993), pp. 1 1 5- 122. 
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subordinated to the local Ordnungspokei, and their station in Novopdok became officiai?* 

The turn of events on the fiont required some major reorpRnisation in the Ge- police units. 

The Schuma 1 18 was folded into Schuma 63 in Novogrudok in October of 1943. By December 

the unit went through anather reorganization, and by early sumrner of 1944 it was officially 

incorporated into the newly-formed Waffen-SS division 30. For continuation of their miIirary 

training, the various cornponents of the new division were transferred to France by train through 

Silesia. Soon after its &val to France. most of the banalion went over to the French partisans, 

even some of its German officer staff.'J' 

Therefore, one of the resons why the menbers of the Schu~zmannschajî Battalion 1 18 

initidly joined the German servicc might have been to save their omm Lives. Throtighout the war, 

under the influence of various factors. they gradually became full participants of the crimes that 

were committed by the invaders on the territory of Belarus. The blbainian Schuma menibers 

were treated differently than locally recruited auxiliary police, and thzrefore, responded to 

various German orders in a difierent fashion. Also. fiequent interactions with the soIdiers of üie 

infâmous Dierlewanger unit set the example of brutality for the Schurna members. They 

followed this example sometimes by force, merely following the orders, and sornetimes 

willingly, in order to advance in the ranks of the German arrny. With the victory of the Red 

A m y  the battalion mernbers realized that their actions during the war made it impossible for 

"O Wiggers. Richard The Grman Occuwtion fo Belorussia: A summvv fo the fate of 
-the Jewish minontv. the Soviet partisan rnovement and the German civif- 
administration, militam and SS and Police structured and tactics, lune- 194 1 J d v  1944, 
(Ottawa: Crimes Against Hurnanity and War Crimes Section, Departrneia of Justice, 
Canada, August 2, 1989), p. 13. 
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them to retum to their homes. They were again faced with the matter of life and death. and had 

to find another way to survive under the new circumstances. 
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Fascist Gerrnany capitulated on May 8. 1945 and the allied powers proceeded to decide 

Germany's faith in the course of the corrferences held in Berlin h m  July 17 to August 2 1945. 

A crucial aspect of the agreement that was reached by the alties was the staternent that it was 

necessap "to root out German militarism and Nazism and take al1 the rneasures necessary ta 

insure that Gemany never again presents a threat to its neighbors"." One of the firn steps for 

achieving this goal was considered to be punishment of \var criminals. initidly. the allies n-ied 

members of the German higher comrnand. These were the people whose narnes were well 

knovm to the world by 1945. They were easily located and sent to the tribunal. After the main 

Nuremberg tribunais took place in Feb- 1946, the victors believed that there were d l 1  many 

criminals of the lower ranks that had to pay for their deeds. The govements of the four allied 

powers pmceeded to search and penalize those guilty of \var crimes up until the late 1980s."~ 

The Soviet yovernment was particularly eager to punish war criminals, because it felt that 

the USSK suffered more from the hmds of the Germas than their d i e s  had during the war. In 

addition to the sentiment of vengeance felt towards the invaders and collaborators. tracing down 

and punishine war criminals had an important ideological weight. This was because the people 

who lived in the occupicd territories during the war were exposed to German propagandia and 

were affected by it in various degrees. AIso. non-Russian inhabitants of the occupied USSR 
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were able to express their nationalkt sentiments. to an extent during the war. This, the Soviet 

authontv believed. further aggravated the ethnic conflicts that had existed in the USSR prior to 

the war. It was important for the Soviet govemment to root out al1 indications of nationalism and 

disagreements between the various ethnic groups that temporary fieedom to express their 

individual ethnicity rnight have caused. Already in September of 1944 the Central Cornmittee of 

the Cornmunist Party of the USSR set goals for the political and educationai work among the 

population of BeIarus. One of its crucial aspects was anti-fascist propaganda It stated: 

Taking into account the fact that the population of Belarussian SSR 
during three years was denied the truthfül Soviet information and 
was exposed to the treacherous fascist propaganda. the party 
organizations of the Comrnunist Party of Belarus must widely use in 
their educational propagandist work the facts of the bioody crimes 
of the Geman-fascist invaciers against the Belarussian people, make 
these crimes of the occupiers known to the entire population, unveil 
the German bandit politics of endavernent and extermination of the 
peoples of the USSR, and inflame the hatred of the enemy arnong 
the masses.'* 

This decision was realized successfûlly. and the Geman crimes cornmitted in the 

occupied USSR were made known to the world through various forms of propaganda: mass 

media newly created mditions and rituds, schooI prograrns. historical science, literature, and 

even art and rnu~ic ."~  What was considercd a very important aspect in ail this propaganda was 

the focus that was placed on the victimization of Soviet people. Soviet propaganda constanilv 

stressed that the dificulties of the war did not touch all the allied powers to the same degree. 

They &o. on many occasions, emphasized that the USSR ptayed the decisive role in the war. 

'" Tumarkin, Nina, The Living and the Dead: The Rise and FdI of the Cult of World 
War iI in Russia, (New York: Harper Collins Publishers, Inc., 1994), pp. 1-2,43. 
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They atgued that the Gennan invasion changed the power balance, and brought more ideoIogica1 

aspects into the course of the war. Militarily, it involved the Soviet a n n y ,  which was the largest 

of the allied forces. The main baîtles of the Second Worid War took place on the Soviet-German 

front. and the German army suffered 73% of al1 losses in its struggle with the Soviet army. The 

USSR also played a decisive role in the tiberation of the countries in Eastern and Central 

~ u r o p e . ~ ~  A11 these concepts became especially weighty during the Cold War. when it was 

constant1y emphasized that the USSR paid the heaviest pnce for victory in the Second World 

War and that this was not recognized by the allies. In this fashion, Soviet propaganda channeled 

some of the futration with Germany and the war devastation that it caused ont0 their World 

War II allies. who shoniy after the war becarne enemies in the Cold Vizir."' 

It is unfair, however. to stress the mere propaganda aspect that the Soviet govemment 

pursued through the prosecutions of war criminais and popdarizhg the knowledge about the 

devastation caused by war. The destruction and human sacrifices that feIl upon the peoples of 

the USSR during the war were considerable, and these facts should not be forgofien. The material 

damages of the USSR arnounted to almost 41% of the losses that were suffered by dl the 

countries participating in the war. During the war years the Germans burned and destroyed 17 1 0 

cities and t o m ,  over 70 thousand villages, about 32 thousand indusirid enterprises, and 65 

thousand kilometers of railroad t~acks.~" 

Aside from the economic devastation that fell upon the USSR, the human sacrifices 

246 
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247 Nina Tumarkin, pp. 49-5 1. 
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d e r e d  by it were enormous. The Soviets lost over 28 million people during the war y-. The 

majority of these were civilians who died in death camps as a result of fascia ~pressions, 

associated di- and hunger, and aviation b o r n b i ~ ~ s ? ~ ~  

Therefore. it is no wonder that the Soviet governent  was seeking revenge against war 

crirriinds in order to strengthen its protective role among its own people, and at the same time to 

ensure that the horrors of the war would never repeat themselves. The victimization motive in 

their propaganda made the retaliation issue ever more pressing. The Soviet Union played an 

active role in the course of the Nuremberg international iMi1ifrir~- Tribunai- and folIowing that 

proceeded to punish war criminals of the low-er r a d s  whom the Soviet security organization 

could trace abroad or find on their own territ~ry."~ During the trials. Soviet lawyers opted for 

the death penalty for almost d l  war criminals. Consequently, many war criminals of the lower 

rank who were tried by the Soviet courts in the following years were sentenced and e ~ e c u t e d . ~ '  

This pursuit of revenge in the USSR was not always reasonable and sometimes reached serious 

excesses. Many ordinary citizens suffered from the afler-war wave of the SralUùst repressions. 

Several ethnic groups, like Crimean Tatars, for example, were accused of king collaboraton and 

sent thousands of miles from their own homes. Many representatives of the larger ethnic groups, 

such as Belanissians and Ukrainians, were dealt with individually. Those who were thought of 

as presenting a threat or simply disloyal to the Soviet system were accused of eiihcr n ~ t ~ ~ , i < ~ i s n : .  

or collaboration with the Germans. and sent to the concentration camps in Siberia. The 

Z49 rpeqro, p. 15 1, and Overy, Richard, Russia's War: A Histow of the Soviet War 
Effort: 194 1 - 1 945, (New York: Penguin Books, 1 998), p. 287. 

U0 rpepesïo, v. 12, pp. 403-404- 

Reitiinger, p. 15. 
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education and propaganda campaign called for by the Communist par@ in 1944. in many cases. 

tumed into political terror in Ukraine and Belans during 1947-1948." 

Wartime coliabontion and involvement in war crimes also received wide attention in the 

West.  For western people who were appalled by the horrible crimes committed by the Germans 

in concentration camps, the main god was to ensure that this never would happen again. At the 

sarne time. western countries did not want to be blamed for sheltering war criminals, and this 

also became an important motivation for war crime investigations in the West. The Western 

participants of the Nuremberg trials partly blamed the horrors of the war on the existence of 

totditarian regimes of govermnent. To them it provcd once again the value of democracy. and 

they pursued the punishment of war criminais more in the theoretical sense, with less vengeance 

in rnind. prosecuting those whose actions went against their democratic ideals."' 

There were severai war criminals that were traced among the anti-partisan formations, 

from the highest command to the lower ranks. Chierof Anti-Partisan Units von dern Bach was 

prosecuted and also used as a wiuiess at the Nuremberg Trials. It was noted that anti-partisan 

warfare in the Rrichcommissariafe Osriund reached its highest bnitality when he was appointeci 

to this post. Even most Germm memoinsts descnbed him in negative terms as a bmtd 

policeman who was responsible for bad command of the ûoops. and al1 kinds of psychological 

and tactical errorsFS Von dem Bach directly admitted that anti-partisan operations on the 

temtory of which he was in charge were chaotic due to the insuffikient orders. This resulted in 

L5' Lubachko, pp. 167-168. 170. 

253 Waldman, "Geman Occupation Administration and Experience in the USSR", p. 
11. 
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the mecessary killing of a large nurnber of civilians. Moreover. it caused the increase of 

bmtdity on both sides and made fighting the enemy unnecessarily d i f f t~d l t . ~~  Von dem Bach's 

statements therefore set the fiame for M e r  trials of the ord- collaborators who were 

conducting ad-partisan operations. He admitted to unnecessary killing and therefore gave the 

Soviet judges the weapon with which to attack its citizens who were guilty of collaborationx6 

In their investigations the Soviet govemment was particularly biased against citizens of 

certain nationalities who were believed to be less loyal to the Communist State. This bias was 

not necessarily concealed and found its expression in the discrimination thar some etfuiicities 

experienced during the trials. It was openly displayed and used as an important propaganda 

device in order to weaken and d i s m  the nationalist movernents in ail the republics of the USSR, 

The Soviet government was particularly biased against Ukrainians. It claimed that most of the 

population of Western Ukraine welcomed the 're-uni fication" of the Ukrainian tenitones under 

Soviet mle. and were supportive of the new regime. It stated h t  only a smdl group of 

nationalists were against the Soviet govemment, and &ey were the only ones responsible for 

collaboration once the Germans invadd217 They formed their o m  nationalist -y, many of 

them joined the German police. and othen assisted the invaden in administrative tasks at home. 

The Soviet governent from 1 945 to 1 987 engaged in a deliberate campaign tu proclah dl 

Ukrainian nationalists as war crirninals and to convince Western nations of bis "iru& . This 

affectcd the war crime investigations in the wcst since most of the materials that western 

"* Cooper. pp. 55-57. 

256 Waldman, "German Occupation Administration and Experience in the USSR", p. 

" Marples, pp. 65-67. 
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countries w d  as evidence were provided by the ~ o v i e t s . ~ '  In this view, the Soviet side was 

determined to use any evidence in order to track down b'krainian oationalists and execute them. 

However. the Soviet governent also had to be very carefùl not to provoke any 

nationalistic conflicts within the USSR For that purpose, only certain war crimes comrnitted by 

Soviet citizens oFvz,%:..: zztisidities were made public. Any indication of harm done by one 

gmup against another ethnic group remained hidden.259 Thus nationdistic issues were ody  used 

as far as they indicated the potential to collaborate with the enemy. Deeper nationalistic and 

other ideological issues were erased from Soviet texts. For that purpose, the b i n i a n .  

Belanissian, Lithuanian and other non-Russian collaborators were presented as Soviet citizens, 

who comrnitted crimes against "their ow-n people", i.e. the Soviet people, not their particular 

e h i c  group. However. such an approach ignored important patriotic and nationalistic 

sentiments that any ethnic "collaborators" might have h d  Provided that coHaboration is a 

willing assistance and cooperation with an enemy of one's country, it was important to defme 

exactly what the presumed war criminals considered to be their own country.'" The Soviet 

authorities, though. were not interested in such definitions. in order to serve its propaganda 

goals, the Soviet govemment investigated the case of the Schu~~mannschofr battalion 1 18. This 

case was not closed until 1987. The tnith about mmy actions of the battalion. in particular such 

important event as the burning of Khatyn village. waç carefully hidden from the generd pcbi i~ .  

The Soviet govemment was aware that seved of the Ordnungdienst and 

258 Ibid pp. 79-80. --y 

259 Loftus, p. 71. 

260 rpemo. t. 1 1, p. 473. 
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Schut=manmchaft divisions were comprised of Soviet citizens. The materials conceming the 

Schut-manmchajî 1 18 battalion were captured during the G e m  retreat, and therefore most of 

the evidence and information on the battaiion members was availabie to the authorities. 

However. the move of the banalion to France made it difficdt to fiid the members of the 

battaiion. The fact that the Ukrcfinian Schuma kept switching sides, and did not keep detailed 

records of its actions. oniy aggravated the problem. The Soviet govemment pursued war 

criminals living abroad when definite facts and materials were available. Also, in the conditions 

of the Coid War, the Soviet authorities could not ahays proceed with their investigations in 

fôreign countries. since rnany govemrnents had become unfriendly to the Soviet t i n i~n . '~ '  

Investigation of the cases of wartirne collaboration however, did not end with the trials in 

1945-1 946. The Soviet authorities felt the need for retribution. Ail the war criminais were to be 

found and executed. In 1986 Soviet security undertook a further search for the most influential 

members of the S&ut,-mannschafr batidion 1 18, Mniaviev and Vas- They sent a request for 

information to the security services in the German Democratic Repubiic and were able to gct 

important information conceming these people. as well as about the other German rnembers of 

the battaIion, captain Tuttas, captain Ernst Schmidt and lieutenant Hans Osterreig. The 

cornmittee organized in the German Democratic RepubIic revirwed the film footage that was 

available to them and made conclusions about Vasura's and Muraviev's involvement iil die 

actions of the Scir~~i-munnschu~ 1 18 battalion. The two former Soviet citizens held lower officer 

ranks in the Gerrnan i t m y  and were proven to have directly given a nurnber of orders concerning 

''' Wddmm. "Geman Occupation Administration and Experience in the USSR", p. 
113. 
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executions and other actions of the battaiion. However. the East Geman authorities were not 

able to provide any information conceming where these people can be found. The investigation 

conducted against the Gemian members of the battalion also did not find wfiere they resided at 

the time.162 The Soviet authorities then praceeded with the investigation on their own without 

involving several foreign agencies. It is most iikely that these members of the UÙainian Schwna 

were never fond  and îried. The exact redts  of this investigation, though, are not yet accessible 

due to the restrictions pIaced on it by the current government o f  the republic of Belanis. 

The Prosecution of war criminals is an important mission of  al1 the allied govemments, 

which afier the war claimed to be dcdicatcd to the prcscrvation of peace on earth. The horrible 

crimes that were comrnitted by the Nazis and their servants should never be forçotten, and the 

importance of the historicd works such as this is to shed light on the evem that happened. On 

the other hanci. ignoring the individuai cases of smalIer units and battalions and their actions 

during the war will limit people's knowledge of the complexities of war. In essence. this cm be 

interpreted as a continuation of coliaboration hto our days. 

Investigation and prosecution of collabonitors guilty of war crimes. hoviever, raises a 

nurnber of important issues. The govemments that undertook the mission of prosecuting war 

criminals were o f k n  h'rpocritical in their dedication to sentencing al1 those who they hough 

were guilîy of war crimes. The Soviet govement,  prior to the war, comrniti~a c,iouLL L.,G 

itsel f to alicnate its o h n  people and cause hem to question their loyalties. Later on, the Stalinist 

order of prosecuting al1 those who werc captured as war prisoners indicated that their own 

govemment cleared itseifof respomibiIity for those who f o d  themselves under German 

262 HMM, folder 6. p. 36. 
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captivity, Ieaving those people responsible for their own survival- However. following the wzw. 

this important aspect was never taken into account by the prosecutos of Soviet war crimes. in 

turn. the American govemment. which took an active role in finding and executing war 

criminals, employed many of them at the end of the war without any attempts to investigate who 

those people were. The French government even made suggestions to some war criminais to 

hide their ps t ,  and covered for them whi1e it was employing their valuable anti-partisan skills at 

its service. 

Therefore, the judgmental attitude that exists in modem histonography towards many 

collabontors in the former USSR and other European countries shouId be revised. Though the 

circumstances in which many of those people found thernselves by no means obliviates them of 

the crimes that they have cornmitted. it  i s  necessary to take into account these circurnstances and 

try to understand the motivations that the alleged criminals had for their crimes. 

The rnembers of the Schulz~annschafi battaiion 1 18 were primarily driven into German 

servitude by the state of affairs in which they found themselves. Captured by the Germans and 

abandoned by their own govemment as prisoners of war these people were dnven by the 

motivation of their very physical survival. Once the direct danger to their [ives had passed, and 

the? kcame enlisted in the Gcrman m y .  they could claim their motivation to be the 

nationalistic anti-Russian sentiments that were spread amongst many Uhinians.  7 heq aiso 

were driven by anti-ùolshevik feelings that many of the Soviet Ukraininia had due to the pre-war 

Statinist repressio,is. in the end, as it rippears fiom their actions, the rnembers of the 

Schutrmannschofr 1 18 bailalion dedicated themselves to advancement in the Cienan service, and 

gaining higher ranks. Once the defeat oEGemany became obvious, they once again took actions 
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necessaiy to ensure their survivat and kept switching sides in order to avoid capital punishent. 

Therefore, &ter the war they were aiso mainly concemed with their own survivd. Also, the 

decisions that they took during the war might have afF'ected their moral beliek and once they 

were able to make a decision against their own goverment, it was easy for lhem to keep 

c w i g  loyalties. They became mere mercenaries ready to serve whoever would hire them. 

The crimes against the Belanissian people that were committed by the Schuma members 

c m o t  be explained nor justified through the prism of their nationdistic beliefs or through the 

political circurnstances in which they found themseives. However, the p o l i t i d  conditions of 

their homeland and ideological struggles that went on h u e  pnor ;O and during the war, have 

defînitely affected these people's mentality and are partiaiIy responsible for the actions that they 

took during the wu. The govemment that did not rake full responsibility for protection of their 

citizens. and which was willing to use ordinary people in their ideological struggle. are partial ly 

responsible for the actions their people took in order to survive. However, this was never taken 

into account when the war cnminals were prosecuted after the war. Therefo- the 

S'chut-rnann.sc&ifi 1 18 boaalion memben are as much cnminals as victims in the great tngedy of 

the Second World War. 
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CONCLUSION 

The study of the Schutzmannschafr battdion 1 18 deds with coilaboration as one of the 

popular responses to the Geman invasion and occupation of the USSR during Worid War II. It 

shows that the decision to collaborate with the enemy by the L'krainian Schztma members was 

based on a variety of motives. not the least important o f  which was survival. It aiso gives an 

insight into the complex question of the histories of nationalities and nationaiism, and war crimes 

and war guilt issues. 

A case study of one particular collaborationist unit in the USSR demonstrates that the 

generalized approach to the issues of the Second World War which was typical for 

historioig-aphy - of the 1950s. 60s and 70s. omits man? irnponant factors that influcnced people-s 

behaviour, and. in some instances. even the course of the war itselE A look at Schurzman~~~cjzufr 

battalion i 18 does not uncover al1 of those factors. since it rnainly examines the experience of 

those who chose to collaborate with the invaders. Nevertheless. it helps us understand the 

complexity of the wartirne experience in the occupied zone. 

The Cold War historiography suggested that the Soviet Union was an ethnically diverse 

society. However. r n q  scholars tended to use many generalizations when addressing the issues 

of nationality. ethnic consciousness and nationalism. For example, the t e m s  "Ukrainian", or 

"Russian" were generally used to mean the population of the respective Soviet republics. not 

taking into account that there were many other nationalities living in the area. Moreover. when 

talking about nationalism. many histonans referred to the anti-Russian sentiments of the non- 

Russian population of the USSR. However. there were several political parties calling 

themseives "nationdist". which had very difkrent from one another political views. 

Clarification of such issues in the modem &y studies has definitely helped bener understanding 

of the subject. 
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This work also addresses the question of responsibility of one's own actions and war 

guilt. The traditional approach that dominated in the early der-war historiography held that al1 

those who col!aborated with the Nazis were traitors. and condemned d l  the collaborators, 

whether they were guiity or not of the war crimes. A case study of the Ukrainian Schuma shows 

that people not always could control their destinies during the war, and in many instances acted 

in the way that the circumstances around hem forced hem- 

Even though there are now more detailed studies that deal with various nuances of the 

military history of the USSR during World War iI, there ail1 remains much to be done in this 

area. The detailed approach to the social history of the USSR has led to severai important 

discoveries. For example, works Scheila Fitzpatrick's Staiin's Reluctant Peasants, and Stephen 

Kotkin's Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as civilization examine respectively groups of peasants 

and workers in the Soviet state. and corne to similar conclusions. They infer that within the 

groups under their study there was a wide variety of responses to the Soviet govenunent and its 

actions. This approach sharply differs from the iùstoriography of this subject witten in the 

1960s and 70s in the USSR and in the West. Then the Soviet historians claimed that both Soviet 

workers and peasants were united in their support towards the government. The western 

historians. on the contrary. speculated that the peasantry and working masses of the Soviet Union 

resented totalitarian and oppressive regime that existed in the country. The studies by Kotkin and 

Fitzpatrick demonstrates that such black and white approach leads us to omit many important 

factors that motivate people and prompt them to respond in one way or the other. 

Though thrre is some progress made in this direction in the area of militay history O t' the 

USSR. even more is needcd. bfmy more important subjects. such as minority groups in the 

USSR duing the war, still have to k addrcssed in more detail. And there still rcmains rnuch to 

be gained by rethinking the questions that we once though were answered. 
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